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By Karen L. Book by Fite before the start of fall, 1973, 
Jimmie L. Franklin, ·director of semester as the first director of the newly 
affirmative action, said Wednesday at a formed· program, which is supposed to 
meeting of Women's Equalization that.he work to prevent discrimination on 
is planning to resign his position, campus. 
although he did not give a specific date. During the meeting Franklin spoke 
"I said in August, 1973, that I would about salary inequities between men and 
take the position fo� only two years. I women faculty members, the number of 
miss teaching and the opportunity to do women in administrative positions and his 
research. During the day I get to do concern about women's Civil Service 
absolutely no reading," lie explained. salaries. 
After the meeting Franklin explained "Most inequities at Eastern are not 
that he told President Gilbert Fite when gross and widespread, but they do exist,"· 
he accepted the position that he would , said Franklin, adding that "it is possible 
probably only keep it for two years. to abolish salary inequities. They should 
"I will be leaving the position by then be hand(ed on a case-to-cas� basis." 
as long as I feel the . program has gotten He outlined the steps that a faculty 
rolling well enough," he said. He plans to member could take if an inequity is 
devote more time to writing. suspected: 
Ftanklin was appointed to the position "Go to your department chairman and 
'ask tci have your salary compared with 
someone else's in the department who has 
comparable education and training." 
"If that does not work, go to the 
University Personnel Committee.. If 
frustrated by the foregoing, go to 
Affrrmative Action." 
To get the money to replace the 
inequities. Eastern would have to place a 
request in the budget and have it 
approved in the budget making process. 
"The only other alternative," said -
Franklin, "would be to take the money 
from the faculty as a whole." 
"However, my most serious concern is 
women in admihistrative positions," he 
stated. "At Eastern there are no women' 
i n  L e v e l  On e ( hi g h - r anking) 
administrative positions." · . 
Franklin_ said that the major problem 
! with promotions or "internal shifts" in 
'the past few months ruts been with 
finding assistants to administrators. 
· "Our first responsibility is' to the 
present faculty, even if it means 
·frustrating the hiring policy," he said. 
I Concerning assistants, he said, "should 
we indicate (advertise) when positions are 
open or should the administrator have the 
right to choose?· What if that particular 
administrator wound up with someone he 
couldn't work with? " 
Presently, openings in the 'faculty 
positions are being filled from existing 
faculty in over·staffed departments. 
However, faculty members of Women's 
Equalization responded· saying that 
usually they were unaware that the 
openings existed and that they would like 
to be notified. 
Another major concern of Franklin's is 
women's Civil Service salaries. 
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"We do have women in the civil service 
who are damn near poverty," he said. 
"If I could make �ne major decision 
I
: before I left office, it would be to raise a 
certain class of Civil Service worker's 
salaries, even if it meant. suspending 
faculty salary raises for two or three 
i years." 
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tell the truth and don't be afraid 
Senate officers j fortiin 
ttracts little response 
Barry Smith The bill, still in a state legislature 
Executive officers of Eastern's student committee, would fund Civil Service 
•vernment spoke Wednesday before a pensions from bond revenue instead of 
y group of students ·on past general revenue, which funds them now, 
1ccomplishments and future programs at ·said Kerchner. Housing costs are paid 
question and answer forum in the lounge ·through bond revenue, he said. 
f Lawson Hall. Kerchner also said the voter 
Jim Dickey, a junior from Champaign, registration drive- conducted earlier this 
1as the only participant who was not in semester was funded primarily by 
:udent government. The forum lasted donations. 
out an Mur and less than 1 5  others He said $ 7 5 was allocated by the 
ended. Student Senate to finish the project, but 
Dave Davis, Eastern's student this amount was relatively small when 
presentative of the Board of Govemors, compared to the $4,000 spent by 
'd it is possible for student Northern Illinois University on its 
presentatives to the board to become registration drive, 
ting members if the Association of A "new senator workshop" is being 
nois Student Governmertts (AISG) planned to help the ,senators-elect who 
shes for the change. will take office next semester· become 
"If the AISG starts a statewide . familiar with the workings of the student 
,ovement, we. could get voting members senate, Joe Dunn, Student Senate speaker, 
year from now," Davis said. He added said. I · 
t by then student members will have The three-session workshop would 
ficiently proved that they are instruct the new senators on 
1terested and :-esponsible members of parliamentary procedure, the committee 
board and deserve voting rights. structure of the senate, and the channels 
Student members now have all rigJ!ts of administrative bureaucra�y at Eastern. 
regular members except voting rights. When �ked if their part-time work at 
Kevin Kerchner, financial vice the Eastern News presented any conflict 
sident and vice chairperson of the AISG, with student government interests, 
'd one of the projects coming up for the Student Body President Mark Wisser and 
SG is a campaign against a bill- that Ex6Cutive Vice President Diane Ford 
raise housing expenses· replied that their jobs are such that there 
o, ho, ho� • • 
... And a merry Christmas to everyone 
Eastern. 
To help students and faculty 
mbers celebrate the holiday season, 
News has compiled a special 
istmas supplement which appears· 
ide. 
could be very little conflict. 
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Sii on my knee 
Santa Claus, played by Herb Brooks, director of the University Union, was 
offering free candy canes and promises for students' Christmas stockings 
Wednesday in the Panther Lair. However, business wasn't too brisk around 1 p.m. 
as there were few takers. (News photo by Jim Lynch) 
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Ford promises new proposals to help economy 
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Ford members of the new Congress when it President said. 
promised new proposals Wednesday night . convenes on Jan. 14. He also said the nation still is faced 
with a higher rate of inflation than can be 
tolerated over an extended period of 
to deal with the nation's economic "We will meet the changing priorities' 
problems,, but said he would not turn his of present and future reali,.ties," Ford told 
back on tlie fight ag(\inst inflation. a meeting of the Business Council, an 
Ford said his economic advisers would organization of about 100 of the nation's 
time. 
work throu� the Christmas holidays top corporate executives. 
"translating into specifics a number of Ford offered new clues on the content 
new or alternative measures to augment of his new economic proposals, but 
and update the economic package I acknowledged that "conditions are 
Despite all this bad economic news, 
Ford said, "our country is not in an 
economic crisis." 
placed before the Congress· two months changing rapidly." 
ago." "The economy is in difficult straits. We 
He said a national crisis "is something 
that demands immediate and drastic 
action," while he considers the nat-ion's 
current economic difficulities to- be a " 
nation problem ... something that demands 
widespread understanding and carefully 
The President said his new economic are in a recession. Production is declining 
proposals would be on the desks of and unemployment is rising," the 
\ Pmfs debate Pearl Harbor 
Did FDR know Jap8nese would attack'?-
By Dave. Poehler . 
President Franklin Roosevelt should 
- not have · used 2,400 Americans as 
"sacrificial lambs" at Pearl Harbor, an 
Eastern professor stated Tuesday night in 
a debate in Booth Library. 
Calvin Smith, associate professor of 
speech-communications, .argued this point 
in a debate sponsored by the History 
Club. 
His opponent, Kevin O'K�efe, assistant 
professor of history, argued that 
Roosevelt did not deliberately tempt the 
Japanese to attack Pearl Harbor on Dec. 
7, 1941. 
He added that "there is not a shred of 
evidence" to support the theory that 
Roosevelt and his advisors conspired to 
entice the Japanese to attack Pearl 
Harbor. 
"Do you want to get into a war by 
inviting the destruction of your fleet?" 
O'Keefe asked. The sneak attack disabled 
most of the U.S. Pacific fleet. plunge the. United States into war. 
Smith answered by quoting then O'Keefe said the "blind forces of 
Secretary of State Cordell Hull saying in histqry" caused the Japanese to declare 
1940 to England's Prime Minister war against the United States, which had 
Winston Churchill, "If we go down, we'll -a 10 to one edge in wealth over Japan and 
go down together." a three to one advantage in population. 
American intelligence "had cracked the Smith 'de,nied the "blind forces" 
Japanese code by Dec. 4, 1941,when it hypothesis and cited Roosevelt's reaction 
received a signal preparing their armed on Dec. 6 to a Japanese communication, 
forces for an imminent "fittack," Smi!h when he said, "This means war." 
answered. Roosevelt failed to consult his advisers 
"Washington had 72 hours to alert after receiving this message, Smith 
American military installations, but this continued. 
was not done," he charged. O'Keefe countered, "You can always 
General George C. Marshall received on pick phrases that support your side." 
' 
the mo.rning of Dec. 7 a message "We've seen how (James ) St. Clair 
intercepted from the Japanese which he. (Nixon's- chief lawyer before Nixon 
knew amounted to the last measure Japan resigned) did this many times and this is 
would take before attacking, Smith said. what Dr. Smith has done." 
Instead of rushing it by scrambler Smith �ked "What would have been 
telephone or some ·. other available more logical than for the Japanese to 
emergency device, Smith continued, decimate the U.S. fleet? The Japanese 
Marshall sent the military alert to U.S. knew the U.S. would get into it (World 
[ ] military posts in the Pacific bv War 
II) aJ!YWay, �o why not hit the 
I camp S cl •ps COI11Irercial radio and failed to mark it ''urgent." fleet?" U I 
. _ It was received at Pearl Harbor minutes "Why attack only civilians in Southeast 
before the attack, but because it was not Asia when you can get both military and 
HRC foruin 
The Charleston Human Relations 
, Co m m i s s i o n  ·w i l l  h o l d  a 
question-and-answer forum, at 7 p.m. 
Thursday in the Coleman· Hall 
Auditorium, Al Spaniol, a member of the 
commission, said Tuesday. 
marked "urgent" it was not decoded civilians at Pearl Harbor." 
immediately, Smith said. "Roosevelt had said before the attack 
Instead, it was deciphered seven hours that the Japanese were notorious for 
after the attack, Smith added. making attacks without- warning." 
O'Keefe admitted that the prelude to O'Keefe responded - that Japanese 
deliberated solutions ... " 
"If there are any among you who w 
me · to take a 1 80-degree turn fro 
inflation fighting to recession· 
p u m p-prim ing, t h e y  . will 
disappointed," the President said. 
Ford's economic advisers have 
preparing options for Ford on ways 
stimulate the economy to bring it out 
recession next year. Treasury Depar 
sources have said these options 
focus on tax reductions, rather than a 
increase in federal spending. 
In. his speech, Ford made no ment 
of his proposed five per cent inco 
surtax on middle and upper level inco 
as a way to raise money to finance 
public service employment program. 
.Ford said in his speech Wedn 
night, that the Trade Reform Act is 
major legislative priority. 
Last issue on Friday 
Friday's edition of the Eastern 
News will be the last of the 
semester, leaving most staf 
members· barely more than a week 
to try to make up for all of the 
studying they haven't done. 
Publication will resume on Jan. 
1 6 ,  the first day of classes in the 
spring �emester, 
TERRY'S 
BARBER SHOP 
Fe.aturing: . 
Razo� Cutting 
Hair Styling 
& Hairpieces 
Call For An AppoinJ�ent 
345-6325 
Pearl Harbor represented "a 'failure. of aggression in the! 930's "in Southeast Asia 
communication," but he did not "think had been step-by-step," so Roosevelt 
Roosevelt would stak1e his career on a expected another "piecemeal" Japanese PEKineeting 
1p:l�o�t:"�s:o�"�c�ru�d�e� '�' �a�s�a�_ co�n�s� p�rr�a: cy:.:-�to�� t� hr� u�st�in�S�o�u�t� h� e: a:st�A�si�a� .·�· .. -===::illlll .. i:=�·�*::��::��::::��::�� Head baseball coach J.W. Sanders will 
speak at the Phi Epsilol) Kappa, the 
honorary physical education fraternity, 
meeting at 7 p.m. Thursday in the Varsity ·Presents 
·*Block North of th 
Square on 7th St. 
Lounge of the Lantz Building .. 
Ski trip Ineeting 
The ski trip to Jackson Hole, Wyo. will 
be discussed at th:e Tent Pitchers Outing 
'Club meeting at 7 p.m. Thursday in the 
East Reserve Dining Room in Stevenson. ' /( History series . 
A slide ledure on Illinois History will 
be presented by Terry Allen of. DuPage 
Co!lege History Department at 2 p.m. 
Thursday in Booth Library Lecture 
Room. It will be the final series of the 
semester. 
The Eastern News is published d
'
aily, 
Monday through Friday, at Charleston, 
Ill. during the fall and spring semesters 
and weekly during the summer term 
exi;ept during school vacations or 
examinations, by the students of Eastern 
Illinois UniversitY, Subscription price: 
$2.50 per semester, $1 during the 
summer session. The Eastern News is 
represented by the National Education 
'7-dvertising Service. 1 8  East 50th S}reet, 
New York, N.Y. 1 0022, and is a member 
of the Associated Press, which is entitled 
to exclusive use of all articles appearing 
in this paper. The opinions expressed on 
the editorial and op ed pages are not 
necessarily those of the administration, 
facu!l;y or student body. Phone 
581 -281 2. Second class postage paid at 
.. Charleston, Illinois. 
(Two For One Night) 
- I . 
. South Of The Bor,der Night. DecemJ:>er 12, 197 4 
* Featuring the Horny Bull! * _ 
:AT equila drink out of sight. This special also includes any tequila 
drink of your choice; You ask for one and ydu receive two dri 
We will also be giving a way Horny Bull T-Shirts every few -
minutes. This will b� done by having a· drawing. 
D�n't forget Whitts has Go-Go Dancing Fri. & Sat. &-s�metimes 
during the week.Watch for our ads to-come. 
we feature hot sandwiches, pizza, cold bee�, a mixed drink of 
your choice and above all a general good time. 
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Senate may ask city to amend parking rule 
By John Ryan 
Eastern's Student Senate is expected to 
pass a motion Thursday askin g the city 
to amend an ordinance which bans 
parking on the east side of Fourth Street 
between Lincoln and Grant A venues in 
the early morning. 
Last week the City Council passed the 
ordinance which bans. parking on Fourth 
Street between the hours of 2 and 6 a.m. 
The ordinance takes effect within two 
weeks. 
The Student Senate meeting Thursday 
will be held at 8: 30 p.m. in the Heritage 
Room of the University Union. 
Also to be voted on by the senate at its 
last meeting of the semester are some 
amendments to the senate by-laws. 
One of the amendments to the Student 
Government By-Laws cans for the 
chairperson of the senate's Elections 
Committee to submit all proposed 
amendments to the constitution to the 
Eastern News for publication before it is 
voted on by the student body. 
Another motion if passed would 
amend the senate's Committee By-Laws 
to read that the chairperson of. the 
political studies committee conduct a 
voter registration drive at the beginning 
of each fall semester. 
Dunn said that the senate would also 
discuss a new election 'Ctate for the three 
referenda that were thrown out by the 
Student Supreme Court Tuesday. 
Doubting that any action would be 
taken on this , Dunn said that it would be 
more appropriate for the senate to bring 
it up next semester. 
In other action the senate will have 
two gu_est speakers, Dunn said. 
Doug Whitley, director of the 
A s s o ciation of Illinois Student 
Governments, and Jean Herigodt, a 
coordinator for the Public Interest 
Research Groups, will speak at the senate 
meeting. 
Council members passed the ordinance 
because they had received many 
complaints that cars were being parked 
there overnight and for long periods of 
time making it difficult for university 
employes to find parking. 
Election board files to examine machines. 
Senate Speaker Joe Dunn, said 
Wednesday that the motion cans for the 
senate to .. send letters to Charleston 
Mayor Bob Hickman and to the City 
Council requesting that 20 spaces be left 
open for overnight parking. 
Student Body President Mark Wisser 
brought up the matter at last week's 
senate meeting saying that the City 
Council had not considered the students 
who live. in the area when they passed the 
ordinance. 
Wisser said that the spaces should be 
open for students who live in Pemberton 
Han , in the Delta Zeta sorority house and 
the Acacia fraternity house for overnight 
parking. 
Partly sunny 
Thursday will be partly sunny 
with a chance of rain early with 
hlgns in the lower 40s. 
Thursday night should be partly 
cloudy and a lit tle cooler with a 
low in the mid 20s. 
By Jim Lynch 
Legal counsel for the Illinois State 
Board of Elections filed a petition in 
Coles County Circuit Court Wednesday 
asking that the board be allowed to 
examine some of the Video Voter 
machines used in the Nov. 5 general 
election. 
Mickey Levinson said that he filed the 
petition because "we felt that since there 
is litigation going on in the courts and the 
machines are in the possession of the 
county clerk (Harry Grafton) we should 
go through the courts rather than just 
order the examination." 
The petition asked that the 
examination be held Thursday but Circuit 
Court J udge Tony Sunderman refused 
that request. 
Sunderman said that he allowed the 
petition, which iiieans an examination of 
the machines will take place, but not on 
the same day the petition had specified: 
He anticipates there will be at least a 
two-week delay. 
"I was concerned with Judge Wise's 
jurisdiction," (Henry Wise , the Federal 
District Court judge in Danville who is 
hearing a suit in connection with the 
election) said Sunderman. 
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"I didn't want to make a ruling 
without an order from J udge Wise on my 
desk." 
Sunderman said that he was also 
concerned about the effect that such an 
examination might have on the suits 
Democrats have filed in federal and state 
courts asking that the · elections be 
declared void and new elections held. 
He said that he also wanted to give the 
county and the persons involved in the 
suits time to call in their own experts to 
attend the examination. 
The petition - asked that - the elections 
board and the Thornber Co., 
manufacturers of the machines, have 
experts at the examination. 
Sunderman said that he thought it 
would be at least two to three weeks 
before the examination can be held. 
Levinson said that the petition for 
examination of the machine did not mean 
the board was ready to change its 
preliminary report, which said that the 
voting malfunctions that occurred during ' 
the election were due to hu man error as 
well as machine malfunction. 
He said that the reason he had waited 
so long to file the petition was because 
his office was collecting information and 
data on the malfunctions. 
The petition asked that the examiners 
be allowed to look at the machines used 
in Charleston Precinct 1 5, a mostly 
student precinct where the machines 
allegedly Jost I 04 votes. 
The petition also asked that machines 
in Mattoon Area l, 2-3 and 5-3 be 
examined. The area l ma chines allegedly 
lost I 02 votes,  2-3 lost 79 votes and 5-3 
lost 70. 
At the same· time the board filed its 
petitions, the Thornber Co. filed a 
petition asking that if the board is 
allowed time to examine the machines, 
that it too be allowed to conduct tests. l"'""'""'""'""'""'""'""'""'""'""'"'...,. .......................................... ................ ,,, ............ .,, ............ 1 
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Residence hall repairs should be at the top of priority list 
Eastern's Student Senate, following 
suit with the Residency Hall Association 
(RHA) has sent letters to university 
officials requesting that repairs of 
damages in residence halls be made 
immediately. 
The letters express concern for 
repairs that are not being made in the 
residence halls, and request that such 
maintainance be given top priority by 
the Physical Plant. 
courtesy of at least having damaged 
doors and walls on their floor repaired. 
If the Physical Plant is shorthanded, 
then the re-locating of some 
maintainance workers should be 
considered. Men assigned to a project 
that could wait to be completed could 
surely be re-assigned to help catch. up 
with the repairing of residence hall 
damages. 
It might also help if the 
administration would re-evaluate the 
present system of determining what will 
be repaired when on campus. Perhaps 
those offices sending in requests should 
have more say in setting repair priority. 
Hopefully, Alms, President Fite and 
Vice President for Business Services 
Harley Holt will read the Senate and 
RHA requests carefully and take 
immediate action. 
-1 . /I ���T �� �:l:��S All requests for repairs at the 
university, including those of the 
Housing Office, are sent to the Physical 
Plant where it is decided which will be 
handled first by maintenance workers. 
=====. 
While there are numerous other jobs 
on campus to keep Eastern's 
maintenance workers busy, we agree 
that Everett Alms and his crew should 
put residence hall repairs at the top of 
their priority list. 
\il-��. ���-3 .�s� .. :&.� -�)))\)\�� �·- .. - - . . -- . <:::..... -� - . 
Girewires . . .  by Dann Gire 
One only has to take a tour of any 
floor at Carman Hall to see that repairs 
are needed urgently. Carman residents, 
as well as residents of other halls, have 
been compla:ning about the umepaired 
damages all semester, but the repair 
requests are apparently buried 
somewhere in the priority list. 
Theatre promotionist at it again 
Since most students who made the 
damlges have since prid their debt to the 
university, it is evident that the repairs 
should be made without any conflict. 
Some students are afraid that they 
will be charged twice for one damaged 
area if it is not repaired in a certain 
period of time. This is not b_eing fair to 
the student. 
Other students in the residence halls 
also pay enough money in room and 
board fees that they should be given the 
Walter Childers is at it again. 
With the coming of "Animal 
Crackers," a whacky Marx Brothers 
laugh festival, the Will Rogers Theatre is 
back into the promotionist business full 
force. 
To celebrate the attraction beginning 
Wednesday night, theatre manager 
Childe'rs reported that the local IGA 
would be supplying him with 200 boxes 
of - you guessed it - animal crackers. 
Childers said the first l 00 people 
coming into the show opening night 
would receive a box. The other 1 00 
boxes of baked goodies would be 
Hindsight ... by John Ryan 
distributed during the matinee showing 
of the program Saturday. 
"If everything goes over big we might 
even get more," Childers said 
Wednesday afternoon. "The· idea to 
hand out animal crackers just came to 
me one morning." And why does he 
think of these schemes? "You have to 
get people interested in ·the movies and 
keep them interested," he said. 
But the manager's plans don't stop 
there. Childers is already set for the 
opening of the latest Burt Reynolds epic 
"The Longest Yard." The theatre will 
hopefully be decorated witlt large 
Resignation the newest senate fad 
The latest fad this semester among 
the student government members was 
called resignation. 
Whether or not this fad received its 
start nationally cannot be determined, 
but one thing is for sure that l 0 
senators resigned from the Student 
Senate. 
The main objective of this craze was 
that of knocking off at least one-third 
off the senate's membership, mainly 
because of "personal reasons." 
To get the lates1i thing underway, all a 
senator had to do was submit his 
resignation to the senate speaker. 
Then, the speaker would do the rest 
by reporting to the senate that he had 
received a resignation and that "the 
senate's membership is now 25 , no 24, 
no 2 1 ,  oh what the hell, we lost another 
one." 
To complete the entire fad, after the 
speaker was finished reading the 
resignation, the remaining senators 
would all chuckle. 
Resignations of student senators are 
not really this bad, but it does get a 
little ridiculous at times. 
· 
Take this semester for example. The 
•· senate started it with a total of 30 
----------------- elected representatives, and then 
easter• R8WS'J dwindled down to some 20 members, 
Eastern Illinois University Some how, I just can't believe that all 
Charleston, Illinois 61920 1 O of those senators really had Thursday, Dec. 12, 1974 conflicting personal reasons that Printed by the 
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I'm not saying that all of those who 
resigned did not have a good reason. 
What I am saying is that most of those 
senators copped-out. 
Maybe those senators thought that 
the Student Senate is what some 
students have labeled it, "a circus." But 
more than likely those students 
discovered that it meant putting forth 
some time and effort. 
Hopefully, in semesters to come the 
newly elected senators will take their 
appointments seriously and will stick to 
representing the students who elected them. 
However, the senate could probably 
halt the early resignations by taking the 
necessary legislation. 
The senate could reduce the number · 
of senators it has, to let's say 2 0. 
In doing so it would tighten up the 
races for the senate and make the 
senate seats harder to come by. 
Then, the students running for the 
senate with the only thought in mind as 
getting the senatorship for the ol' 
transcript would be somewhat 
discouraged. 
Present student senators will 
complain that if you reduce the senate's 
membership you will be reducing the 
representation. 
However, the senators should look at 
how they finished this semester with 
representation for the students. 
Also, those senators can argue that 
reducing the senate membership would 
place a majority of the work on a smaller 
amount of senators. But, just ask any of 
the top senators and officers in student 
government who does most of the work, 
and they will tell you qnly a : handful 
of people. 
So, if the senate does reduce its 
members it would represent the student 
body just as well as it ever has, would 
make the senate seats harder to come by 
and would make more qualified 
representatives in the senate. 
posters of various football greats when 
the show plays. 
"The show opens Christmas," 
Childers said, "and we're hoping to give 
away two complete football uniforms 
from a local sporting goods store." 
Football uniforms? 
Have you ever asked a person in a 
theatre "Pardon me, would you move 
your helmet, you're blocking my view"? 
On a more serious note, promotion 
came to Eastern Tuesday in a somewhat 
different form when Moore Business 
Forms representatives from Chicago 
presented a recruitment program which 
Eastern students took part in making. 
The slide show-tape program, which 
ran about 2 0  minutes, was produced by 
the Center for Communication, 
Research and Development and directed 
by speech-communication instructors 
Clay Waite and Bruce Wheatley. 
"By the time we finished the 
project," Waite said, "we must have 
used at least a dozen students and five 
faculty members in various jobs like 
r esearch,  production,  voice,  
photography and models for the slides." 
Jack Rang, of theatre arts, provided the 
narration for the presentation. 
· "These programs by the CCRD show 
that Eastern is doing more than just 
teaching in the classroom," Waite said. 
He said the CCRD has completed two 
projects for Moore's, and may soon be 
negotiating for a third. 
Waite said the representatives of 
Moore's found their session Tuesday 
"very profitable" in terms of meeting 
potential employes for their firm. Those 
involved in the CCRD were also able to 
see the fruits of the labor in the 
presentation. 
"Down the road," Waite said, "we are 
hoping to develop more research and 
interaction with other industries and, 
secondly, we hope to develop some type 
of fellowship or scholarship program 
with industries which will provide funds 
in the area of communications." He· said 
Moore's Business Forms is already 
considering the idea. 
If Eastern can continue to interact 
and aid industries such as they have 
done with Moore's, it can only help to 
aid students both in and out of college. 
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Christ mas lights have been twinkling brightly around campus during the past few 
weeks, but the most noticeable lights are those spel ling "Merry Christmas" atop 
Carma n  North. A lthough more distinguishable with a telephoto lens than the naked 
eye, the lights stil l spel l  a plea sa nt greeting for students. 
Ca rm a n  H a l l  ' l i g ht i n g  u p ' with Ch ri stm as  sp i r it 
Carman Hall residents have been decided to put the Carman North tower 
unhappy with their "flashing lights" · aglow by stringing Christmas lights on the 
lately , mainly because they have been roof.  
coming during the middle of the night on Nick Nicklaus (as in Saint Nick) ,  
fire trucks answering false alarms. otherwise known as counselor of Carman 
Keeping in the spirit of Christmas ,  Hall, said that "the lights are up there 
however, two residents of the dormitory because it's Christmas." 
He and Carman's graduate assistant,  
Pete Fulkerson,  put the lights up during 
T h a n k s gi v i n g  v a c a t ion because , 
"Carman's coordinating council wanted 
to do something unique for Christmas." 
Unique is also what comments 
regarding the lights have been, Rita Pell, 
christ1111as 1 97 4 
Along with finals 
A supplemen t pub l i shed by the E astern News, Eastern I l l ino is U n iversity, 
Charleston , I l l .  6 1 920, Thu rsday , Dec. 1 2, 1 974, Vol .  LX , No.  73, 1 2  Pages 
co-counselor , said earlier this week. 
She said that comments from the 
Housing office were "favorable," and 
most people were glad to see the spirit 
which the lights produced. 
Nicklaus said that all together there are 
about seven or eight. strings of lights 
which are turned on from about 5 : 3 0 
p.m. until around midnight . 
Funds for the lights came from the 
student social fee which Carman residents 
pay at the beginning of the semester. 
Some Carman residents have 
commented that "it is kind of neat to be 
walking acro ss campus and see the dorm 
all lit up ." 
"It  kind of makes it  seem a lot more 
. like Christmas ," one resident said . 
Gih buying end of fall semester problem � 'hJ�'� l \i .,,��:1,!ll!llil•&• By Diane Duvall Probably the biggest problem students 
are faced with at this time of year (other 
than end-of-the-semester projects and 
final exams,)  is what to buy· in the way of 
Christmas gifts .  
I t's common knowledge that students 
are not the richest persons L'l the world , 
so most of them want to give gifts that 
are useful, pretty nice and pretty 
inexpensive . 
It 's helpful to really think about the 
receiver of the gift when deciding what to 
get . For instance , don't get Dad an air 
brush hair dryer if he 's got a huge shiny 
place on top of his head ! 
Hobbies are a good source of gift idea� , 
whether it 's one the person already has or 
one he would like to begin but "just 
never got around to it ." 
Take Mom and D ad ,  they're not as 
hard to buy gifts for as students . may 
think because of the "generation gap ." 
If  Dad gets a kick out of building 
things in his workshop, additional tools 
of some kind may be the answer. Just be 
sure you check with someone who knows 
something about tools before making a 
purchase. (A hand sander is only $2 .50) .  
A hot lather machine can be bought 
for about $ 1 2  to brighten ' up his task of 
shaving every morning. 
Or he might, believe it or not ,  even 
enjoy an air brush hair dryer, they're not 
limited to the "younger" set .  These can 
be bought for $ 1 0  or higher. 
You can help decorate his office with a 
terrarium. This can be purchased for 
about $ 5 .  Or you can get him a compass 
for his car. 
Now, Mom could also use an air brush 
hair dryer, maybe. Or · how about a 
make-up mirror? They cost around $9 ,  
depending on the type. 
· ·;::::::\ tl@lmiW.i!I@tE�· 
Buying a Christmas gift for a friend or relative is always a practical gift ideas, however, and o nes that students can 
problem, as Mary Batterton discovered Wednesday. There are afford. (News photo by Scott Weaver) · 
Kitchen items are always good gifts if a nice gift . ( $ 5) .  
she really likes trying different recipes (a A candle-making kit or  macrame kit 
new cookbook, perhaps? They're as would be great , if Mom has followed the 
inexpensive as $4) .  A pastry blender is trend of do-it-yourself. Candle-making 
also something not too many people have sets are $ 6 .79 to $ 8 ,  and macrame kits 
but could probably use. Pastry blenders can be bought for $4 . 
run about $ 2. Candles themselves are also good gifts;  
If you want to spend a little more cash, they can be put in the living room or 
a crock pot (or slow cooker) is a real time kitchen and add a nice touch. 
saver for Mom, especially if she works In fact , candles can be given to just 
outside the home . They cost about about everybody on the shopping list. 
$20-$ 2 5 ,  but are worth the money. Most candles are priced from 50 cents to 
Also , blenders can be used in many $3 and $4. And many of the holders are 
different ways around the kitchen. They used for decorating. 
cost about $ 1 7-$22 . The most difficult person to buy for is 
If she sews, a small basket to keep her p r o b a b 1 y o n e ' s c u r r e n t 
most-used sewing equipment in would be boyfriend/girlfriend, right? 
Well, again a guy may like a hot lather 
machine for his shaving cream (please 
find out , if he has an electric shaver, 
though).  Or, · some sexy-smelling 
aftershave lotion would be nice , at a mere 
$2 or $ 3 .  
You can make the man-in-your-life a 
pillow. Stuffing is only $2 per pound, and 
the covering can be made out of almost ' 
any kind of material. Sewing it is as easy 
as stuffing it . 
If your guy goes to college (as opposed 
to working), a popcorn popper could be a 
lifesaver. It can be used for heating up 
soup and a few other canned products, 
besides making popcorn. Popcorn 
(See COLOGNE , page 1 0) 
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Whimsical look of old dominating '75 cards 
NEW YORK ( AP )  - Greeting card 
manufacturers this season say they have 
doffed the slick , mod loo k  of previous 
years for a whimsical return to �he Spirit 
of Christmas past .  
The Santa Claus who on last year's 
cards flashed the peace sign to order two 
beers has been replaced by jolly Saint 
Nick, arms laden with toys, dolls and 
gaily wrapped presents, 
Some of the tinsel and glitter may be 
gone - to help cut production costs, 
manufacturers say - but the sentiment is a 
smidgen more intimate ,  a touch more 
folksy . The d e sign s are traditional and 
·old-fashioned ,  keeping pace with he 
current nostalgia trend . 
And this, say Christmas cardmakers 
and sellers ,  is just what Americans want 
during this gray period of recession and 
energy shortages. 
"People are buying cards that reflect 
their feelings, ' "  said David Cohen , vice 
president , Fifth Averi-ue Card Shop,  a 
chain of 5 7 stores east of the Mississippi 
River. "These are serious times. Nostalgia 
is a reflection of this seriousness."  
In keeping with the nostalgia look,  the 
Drawing Board features its "Christmas 
Past" collection,  showing wistful little 
urchins in holiday scenes. 
· 
Designs have moved away from "the 
hot , loud and splashy colors of the 
1 960s," said creative director Peter 
Vatsures,  and the message has become 
"simple and heartfelt . "  
But  there are some contemporary 
designs,  such as the streaking Santa and 
Santa riding a bicycle and playing tennis. 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art and 
other m useums across the co un try offer 
Send the news 
· home to mom .  
cards reproducing their own collections, 
fr o m  S andro Botticelli's "The 
Annunciation" to Currier and Ives prints 
to more contemporary line drawings and 
graphics . 
Recycled Paper Products is selling 
antique reproductions and line drawings. 
The popularity of the recycled items with 
conservation-minded consumers has 
caused some department stores, such as 
Bloomingdale's in New York, to provide 
separate "recycled" sections in their card 
departments. 
Norcross has cards with country store 
in ter iors and bright pink-hued · photographs of candles. 
The original Rose O'Neill Kewpie doll 
drawings and Holly Hobbie's bright-faced 
innocents with pigtails, bonnets and bows 
are featured this year on cards from 
American Greeting Corp . 
American Artists Group , Inc . ,  has 
many original watercolors, all simple and 
homespun. A Robert Vickrey design 
shows the simple joy of a boy on a sled in 
a snowy farm scene . 
There are over 1 , 300 designs in this 
year's Hallmark Christmas card line , but 
the biggest sellers are traditional : the 
snow scenes , holiday table settings and 
little children of every description. 
An old-fashioned ice-skating scene in 
brown hues of a turn- of the century 
co uple very simply says: "Happy 
moments, happy memories, happy 
holidays to you." 
Other Hallmark cards are humorous, 
poking fun at many Christmas traditions. 
Example : a Snoopy card that says : 
"It  is better to give and receive. "  
R andy, Nora,  and D ave 
• . . '.f' . . "' 
A t  Fidelity Union L ife 
Wish You a Merry 
Ch ristm as & 
A Happy New Yea r 
Phone: 5 -5 2 0 1 
92 1 L incoln 
The more modernistic, carefree Christmas cards of recent years (above) are being 
replace<t this ho liday season with the more traditiona l Christmas scenes (below) 
• 
• 
• 
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Only one of three 
planned bazaars 
comes off in '14 
I t  will not be a "bazaar" Christmas at 
Eastern this year, as only one of three 
scheduled Christmas bazaars ended up 
becoming a reality .  
That one , held at  Taylor Hall Tuesday ,  
turned out  to be a "success' ' ,  however, 
bazaar coordinator Brenda Lowery said 
after the sale . 
"We had a good turnout," Lowery said 
of the third annual event. "Compared to 
last year's it was about the same , but it 
was definitely a success ."  
Items sold at  the bazaar ranged from 
stationery and plant clippings to baked 
goods and material flowers. Of course,  all 
items sold at the bazaar could be given as 
Christmas presents. 
Among new items sold at the bazaar 
Tuesday were kisses .  Kisses were available 
at the "kissing booth," and were supplied 
by staff workers. 
( See SPACE, page 1 0) 
While some utility companies across the country are telling 
customers to "light up" their Christmas decorations this year, 
Central I llinois Public Service (CI PS) is asking Charleston 
residents to be prudent in using lights. These lights atop the 
courthouse are still being turned on later a nd off earlier again 
this year as an energy conservation measure. 
Energy crisis doesn't dim Christmas lights 
By The Associated Press 
Holiday lights are twinkling brightly 
across the nation this year despite 
concern over the energy crisis. 
"Light up if you want to for 
Christmas," says one utility. "We've got 
the power to handle it . "  
An Associated Press survey this week 
showe<;t that with only a few exceptions, · 
the situation contrasted sharply with last 
year when businesses, individuals and 
government agencies cut back decorations 
to save electricity . 
Charleston has been one of these 
exceptions, however, as the city has 
maintained its conservative Christmas 
light usage policy started last year. 
Although lights on the courthouse and 
around the square are still being used 
nightly, they are being turned on later 
and off earlier as they were last Christmas . 
Charleston residents have not been told 
to "light up" either, but at the same time 
Central . Illinois Public Service (CIPS) has 
not issued a statement warning residents 
to conserve energy. 
"We are not asking people to forgo 
· u s i n g  C h r i s tmas lights," M .F.  
M y e rs c o u g h , � �  C I P S  d i s t r i c t  
superintendent said earlier this week, 
" but we would ask their prudence in 
using unnecessary lighting ." 
"We offer suggestions for using 
Christmas lighting," Myerscough said , 
"but we won't tell people to cut back.  We 
didn't issue a statement last year either. "  
More Christmas lights seem to be 
twinkling throughout the city this year 
though, and even on campus, where lights 
have even beep. erected on the top o f  
Carman North for the first time. 
Minden, Neb . ,  officials turned on their 
city's holiday lights - complete with more. 
than 30 ,000 bulbs \ Dec. 7 reviving a 
traditional display that started in 1 9 1 0  
but was omitted last year because of the 
Phqne 2 1 7  345-93 1 3  
energy crisis . 
City officials in the twin cities of 
Bristol,  Va . ,  and Bristol, Tenn . ,  
abandoned plans to  outlaw Christmas 
lighting. 
· 
They originally planned the ban in 
response to a plea from the Tennessee 
Valley Authority to save power, but a 
city spokesman said , "The TV A's own 
statistics show it would save only 
eight-tenths _of l per cent of the city's 
electric consumption." ·  
Gerald Franzen of the Chicago 
Association of Commerce and Industry 
said,  "I've seen nothing to indicate the 
retailers are going to retrench ." 
Thousands of tiny white lights on the 
Church of Jesus Christ of  Latter-<lay 
Saints Temple Square in Salt Lake City , 
Utah, were turned on over the weekend . 
Last year, there was only a single 
spotlight on the temple . 
Among the ex ceptions to the 
back-to-normal trend is Pennsylvania. The 
only ele ctric de coration at the state 
Capitol in Harrisburg is a star atop the 
tree . 
"We're trying to show people you can 
have very tasteful Christmas decorations 
without these lights," said William B . 
Harral, executive director of the 
governor's energy council. 
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Merry Christmas 
fBayles - MeddecrS 
. � ( downtown Charleston ) l':'e .. :fe W · �  � �� � � 
an'd 
Happ.y New Year 
from·all of us 
to all of you 
. . � 
w. . � . . . � - � · For your convenience we will be open " 
� �  . � w. u :. fl  � 
� . Monday thru Friday nites until 8 p.m. IWI 
w. � � and Saturdays and Sundays until 5 p.m • • 
w. � � un�il Christmas. � 8 � a " � d H Jlr v , a • • • an a appy JYfeW i ear. � 
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Winter work 
Worki ng is never much fun,  but Christmas has at least brightened the off ice for 
Dolores M i chael a nd P h i l  L indberg in the U n iversity U n ion.  (News photo by Scott 
Weaver) 
Students to pay more this year 
to journeyhome for Christmas 
By Rick Popely 
Students leaving Charleston for 
Christmas who don't have a car, or can't 
get a ride with someone else , have a 
variety of ways to go , but in most cases 
they'll be paying more than they were a 
year ago . 
Amtrak trains, Greyhound buses and 
Ozark Airlines are all charging higher 
fares this year, as inflation and the energy 
pinch are making travel mote expensive . 
Dale Kemp , a ticket clerk at the 
Amtrak station in M attoon, said that 
one-way to Chicago now costs $ 1 0 . 5 0 ,  up 
more than 25 per cent over the $ 8 . 2 5  
charged a year ago . Round-trip fare is 
now a hefty $ 2 1 .  One way to Carbondale 
is now $ 8 .2 5 ,  up fro m $6 .7 5 a year ago.  
Amtrak rec;ently in creased most fares 
on its nationwide rail system. 
Kemp said that while Amtrak will not 
be running extra trains for the Christmas 
holidays, they will add extra cars to 
accommodate the many students .
· 
Arthur Richards, at the Greyhound 
Bus Station in Mattoon said a trip to 
Chicago costs $ 8 . 3 0  one way , which he 
said was only a "small increase" over last 
year's prices .  
Other prices, which he said were also 
up slightly , were $ 5 . 1 5  for one-way to 
Springfield and $ 7 . 2 0  to East St. Louis. 
Special Greyhound buses which will 
leave from the Lantz Building parking lot 
Thursday and Friday of finals week will 
cost $ 9 .40 for a one-way ride to Chicago, 
Dave Edman, whose father Glen, is the 
local Greyhound agent .  
This i s  an  increase of  over $ 1 .25  from 
the 1 97 3  price of $ 8 . 1 5 . 
For those in a hurry who have a little 
more cash to burrl, flying from the Coles 
County Airport via Ozark Airlines may be 
the way to go . They offer two flights 
daily to both Chicago and St. Lo.uis, Earl 
Alwardt of Ozark said . 
• One way to Chicago is $ 3 2 . 3 7  up 1 0  
per cent over fast year's price . The ride to 
St . Louis is slightly cheaper at $28 .37  
also up 10  per cent , Alwardt noted . 
Crown Transit buses west to 
Springfield and east to Indianapolis will 
also be running on regular schedule from 
the Charleston Deep Rock gas station. 
There are two buses in each direction 
daily . 
One way to Springfield is $ 5 .85  and 
one way to Indianapolis is $ 7 . 8 5 ,  Edman 
said , whose father is also the local Crown 
Transit agent .  
rVVVV1m1mVVVVVVVVVVVVV1mVV�W� E MERRY CHRISTMAS . = 
. = from BJ'S JUNCTION = 
E Jim Hughes Beef Easter George Moody i 
c; Thank You for your patronage = " d = WEEKEND _ Fri. 3 Way Street = 
�Rili..,"1llil8�ia�lliillDJ�aa�1mn�m11r>-�11Z�lilllD-Jllilml-�tia.. 
= ENTERTAINMENT: Sat. Jim Easter & � 
= For kegs call 5-9069 The Artistics 3 
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Ryan's Standard 
Rte 16 and B St. 
Wants To Wish Everyone 
Happy Holidays And A 
Safe Trip Home 
345-924 1 Charleston 
� A ,.&. .\ IO H E TU,\:'\ .&. 
A .J l 'ST '.\<l llSH" � A A & A A · Red Carpet Stereo A A A 
� Everyone from � A A 
� Red Carpet Stereo = �' A 
� A A wants to wish you A � A �?$. Merry Christmas A � A =��  " A A A d A � an to watch for A 
� their  AFTER CHR I STMAS SALE! ! !  A A . A � . 4th &- L�ncoln 345-5 1.50 � 
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Inflation whipping consumer 
but tree prices stay same 
By Susan Black He said that more people are buying 
While inflation is whipping the the imitation green trees because they 
consumer this Christ mas, the cost of look "almost natural" and can be used 
-buying and decorating a Christmas tree  from year to year, only having to be 
has remained about the same as last year. replaced once every seven or eight years. 
Natural tree prices this season in Both the Ben Franklin and Coast to 
Charleston range from $4: 5 0  to $ 1 2. 50 ,  Coast stores are selling the imitation 
depending on the size of the tree and green trees. 
quality. The most popular size being sold is the 
Sigma Tau Gamma social fraternity has six foot tree which sells for $ 1 5  .97 at B en 
been selling trees this season as a Franklin and $ 27 . 9 5  at Coast to Coast .  
"moneymaking. project," Mark Hermes a Dean Tayne, manager of Coast to 
member of the fraternity said last week. Coast, said that the trees sold in his store 
He said that his group started selling are most expensive because it is the 
their 70trees Dec. 3, and as of Saturday "quality that counts. "  
the trees were "selling very fast ."  Both Tayne and R .  L .  McGillen, owner 
Another location where the natural of Ben Franklin , agreed that sales on trees 
trees can be bought is Wilb Walkers. have been "better than last year. " 
Burt · Good, produce manager at McGillen said that sales on Christmas 
Walkers, ,said that the Michigan Scotch tree lights are up fro m last year because 
Pines they are selling cost $4. 5 9  and are "this year we don't have an energy ban in 
all around six feet tall. effect ."  
He said they had " been selling quite a He ·said that at  his store the most 
fewl' .and that their price is the "same as popular lights .are the small I talian lights 
last year. " ' which sell for $2 .97  for a box of 50 . 
One store that sold the trees last year_, At Coast to Coast, Tayne said they are 
but is not selling them this year, is the selling, General Electric lights at $ 3 . 9 8  for 
Charleston IGA. · 3 5 .  
"We just got out o f  it since w e  lost I f  a person bought the cheapest natural 
money on it last year . and more people six foot tree they could find in 
are selling imitations," Dean Webster , Charleston, and decorated it with the 
manager of the IGA said recently . most inexpensive lights and ornaments, it 
• . · • ·· would still cost more than $20.  1 f"J..rz•('tmas g•i.f..t.·tt The uni�ersity spe�t $ 20 for the 1 3  U / / / � v I f  l u foot tree m the Umon Ballroom, and 
- "about half that" for the six foot tree in Col l /,./ l"'!:Jl /C'e harm · the Panther Lair, _S teve _ Groves, assistant u I u v U  u v I J manager of the Umon said last week, 
• ' He said that _the ornaments and lights to C' J.. jlrlren s 8 1/PC' were left over from last year, and ht;. did l j f / / / U J j f Civ not know exactly how many there were 
By the Associated Press 
Students planning on buying their 
younger 'brother or sister, or nephew or 
niece , a Christmas toy this year should 
consider acco mpanying it with a pair of 
s a fe ty g l a sses, an optoinetrist 
recommended Tuesday.  
Jordan Beller of the · Illinois 
Optometric Asso ciation, demonstrated 
the potential. dangers of about a dozen 
toys on the market .  
, 
. 
He said each may cause dama�e to a 
child's eye if pro per care is not taken .  
Examples included a "Jack i n  the 
Box." Beller said the corners of the lid 
are capable of popping into the eyes of an 
unsuspecting and curious child .  > 
In addition to buying safety glasses ,  
Beller reco mmended that the child be old 
enough to opera ;  e the toy safely . 
' 
B ru t  
on the tree. 
If the ornaments and lights for the two 
trees had been bought at 1 97 4  prices, it is 
safe to assume that it would have cost the 
university at least $70 .  
. 
Walters Tree Farm 
F re e  g re e n e ry w i t h  t re e  
5 m i . ea s t  o f  C h a r l e st o n  o n  R t . 1 6  . 
n o rt h  o f  C h a r l e s t o n  s p e e d w a y 
C u t  y o u r o w n  o r  p i ck f ro m  l o t  
$ 2 . 0 0  u p 4 ft . - -30 f t .  trees  
STORE 
h "d  � sout -s1 e I square � 
• 
Chan tilly 
� . 
• 
I 
Shalim ar 6•·1 
I 
• g. . t · 1 • · Jntima e Windsong dr '·�·· 
Char li� 
.r .J r J J .r J J J 
.. ............................... . 
:.:-:-:.:�-:;::;::::·:··· 
The price of Christmas trees and d ecorations has rema ined about the sa me as last 
year. This tree, in the Student Activ ities a nd Orga n izations Off!ce, shows th11t the 
u':'i versity can st i l l  afford t� kee � t he Christmas spirit, a nd all of the tr immings. 
What do you m ean 
Angel Treads 
for guys? 
You bet! 
vi ashable cordury and 
only $5° 0  
also Ladies scoffy styles 
Many colors and {a_brics -star�ing at . . . . . .  $250 
H appy 
Holidays 
(r} . Sn_eak Preview! <,} 
After .Christnias ·Sale! 
Starts December 12 (today) 
_ through December 20. 
, . 
I ' 
Show us your ID card and 
receive I 0% OFF on ,anyr kit. 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  9'9 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
Charlotte 's Web 
NW corner of the Square 
...... ----- --------------------- -----------------------· 
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Easte rn N ews 
• 
_ g ives p resent 
to a l l  stu d ents 
And here it i s  everybody, j ust 
what you 've a l l  been wa it i ng for 
. . .  the Eastern N ews' Christmas 
present to you for having been such 
ded icated readers a l l  semester. -
Above is the staff ' s  greeti ng to 
everyone at Eastern.  O n  pages ,7 
a nd 8 is our  present to you, fou r  
greet i ng cards d irect from the 
stud ios of Eastern's own V. Gene 
Myers. 
The front and back of each card 
is on page 7, and the i nside on page ) 
8. With scis�ors in  hand , students 
ca n cut o ut these four cards on the 
so l id b lack l ines, a nd then fo ld 
them on the d otted l i nes to make 
,, or ig i na l Christ mas cards. 
Students and facu lty members 
ca n keep these cards, or, if they ' re 
too cheap to buy a box of cards at 
the store, send these to the i r  friends 
and re latives for Christmas. 
Students wanting extra cop ies of 
these cards sho u ld contact the 
N ews Thursday so more cop ies can 
be pri nted , if there is a sufficient 
demand . E xtra cop ies wi l l  se l l  for a 
quarter (cheap ) .  A not ice wi l l  
appear in  Fr iday ' s  ed ition i f  more. 
copies are- pr inted . 
The N ews hopes that these cards, 
and the enti re supplement, w i l l  put 
...students in  the sp ir it of Christmas 
(after the sp ir it of f ina ls  fades 
away, of course ) .  
We hope everyone has a happy 
Christmas, and an even happier 
N ew Year.  
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Foreign Christmases put stress on religion 
Betty Barry 
Christmas is much more meaningful, in 
religious sense , to many students from 
oreign countries than it is to Americans, 
veral foreign students �ay .  
Carmen Castillo , an Eastern student 
'Om Colombia , said that in her country 
e nativity scene, rather than a 
istmas tree , is a main symbol of 
'hristmas. 
"For nine days before Christmas, we 
do it , someone else gets a chance, and 
when it is finally bro ken, everybody runs 
to get the candy and presents," he 
explained . 
Do minguez was hoping to go home for 
Christmas, but said earlier this week that 
he probably wouldn't be able to . 
"It 's been about eight years since I 've 
been home for Christmas, and I really 
miss it ,"  he said . 
"Christmas in Mexico is like all 
American holidays put together. We have 
parades and fireworks, and it 's all very 
beautiful," he added . 
A few foreign students said that they 
felt Christmas was getting too 
commercialized in their countries,  and 
they were trying to get away from that 
atmosphere . 
"In Germany, the younger people are 
trying to get away fro m the commercial 
traditions involving presents and trees ,"  
Rose Boger , a German student said . 
"The family structure is very strong in 
Germany, and most people have a big 
family gathering at Christmas," she said . 
Boger added that sitting and talking is 
a big part of the family Christmas in 
Germany. · 
Yuko Miyazoe, A Japanese student , 
said that New Year's Day is celebrated in 
Japan more than Christmas is . 
"Only about 2 5  per cent of Japan is 
Christian so Christmas isn't such a big 
holiday there ," she said . 
(See E VERYONE, page 1 1 ) 
· g carols and pray," she said . "Then,  on 
ristmas Eve , we go to Midnight M ass.  _ 
"W
_
hen children wake up on Christmas �""-'U"""'U-'U'U'U'U1l'U'U'U'U'U1l'U'U'U'U'U'U'U'U'U'U'U'U'U'lf11111ft1'U'U'Ut11111'U'll1J'U'7l ornmg they have been left presents by f rlQ 
pa Noel," she added. � ,'�/"( Sa ta Says ' ' ' aa Castillo said that Colombia is mainly " .::-:-J. ::-- n • • • '.!i 
atholic, and the religious meaning of pP - /I ''\ IJ/.I 
:hristmas is st
_
ressed very m�ch . tm ' I T ' S LATER  THAN YO U TH I N K  1 1 1  � Jorge Dommguez, a Mexican student , � · · · a!! 
o said that his country is very religious pP � its Christmas celebration. pP ' SH  0 P N 0 W A N D SAVE I I aa 
"Mexico is about 9 5 per cent Christian, " ' ' ;4 d the celebration is Christ 's birth is our tm :::! 
· gest holiday,"  he said . � 1 -
Dominguez described Posad as , a " 
ristmas custo m which symbolizes the pP 
arch by Mary and Joseph for a place to pP 
ay. pP "For nine days, we go to different 
1ouses and sing songs," he said . "People " 
·.ve us candy or money �hich we use " 
:ter for a Christmas celebration , but we pP 
n't get in.to the house . pP "On Christmas Eve ,  everybody waits 
tside , except the mother and father of  " 
,e family , who are inside the locked pP 
use. '."-bout 8 p .m. ,  �he paren�s lead
_ 
the � 
·ocesSion of the family and friends mto �,.-- ----------------1 
1e house . tm 
"We then go into the living room and � 
1ve a Christmas party .  We pray first, and pP 
n have a chance to break open the pP 
ta ," he said . " 
The pinata is suspended from the tm 
"Jing, and filled with candy and gifts ,  J: 
minguez said . � 
"One person tries to break it with -a " 
':ck while he is blindfolded . _If he dqesn't " 
Seasons t 
Greetings! E 
We have a ll t 
Large selection 11 = LO N G  SLE EV E  
of Christmas 11 = CASUAL SH I RTS 
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20% 0ff 
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Over Christmas break 
Students pass up opportunity to travel 
By Jim Lynch only seven people had signed up .  He said 
E a stern students had several that 
. 
he needed 3 3  to make the trip a 
opportunities to travel afar over the success. 
Christmas/semester break, but two Grove said that he wasn't sure why the 
university sponsored trips were quota of 33 wasn't met . Part of it could 
postponed for lack of participation . be attributable , he said , to the failing 
The University Board's winter travel economy and tight money. 
program tried to drum up interest for a "I really can 't say for sure why nobody 
jaunt to the Bahamas over the break, but signed up," Grove said , "but part of it is 
was unsuccessful. 
· 
money. Inflation and business conditions 
The UB put together an attractive are hurting everybody. Either students 
package of six nights and five days at a don't have the money, or they j ust aren't 
classy hotel bordering on the sands of interested in the Bahamas ."  
Nassau beaches for a total of $ 3 1 2 . This Last year the  UB travel program 
included round trip jet transportation , sponsored a trip to M exico over the 
room tax and tips for the bellman , maids ,  Christmas break and had 33 people take 
beach attendants and housemen . up the offer. He said he just couldn't 
However , Steve Grove of the understand why the Bahamas trip didn't 
University Board said earlier this week sell . 
that the trip had been cancelled because The other trip that died for the lack of 
Cologne always a nice present 
(Continued from page 1 )  Soap is about 40 or 5 0  cents a bar. 
poppers are about $ 1 0. Lotions cost about $2-$3 a bottle , and 
Consider getting him an air brush hair come in such scents as peach, strawberry 
dryer,  too.  Guys have busy schedules, and orange.  Bath oils come in some of 
too , and can probably use it . those same . scents, and run about $ 3  a 
Females also enjoy candles, especially bottle . 
the scented ones. Or you can get her the If she likes cooking , get her a 
candle-making kit . cookbook. Or, you could buy a large 
Of course,  she 's probably like an air pre-stocked spice rack ( $ 1 5 ) to stimulate 
brush hair dryer or a make-up mirror . . her interest in exotic coo king. 
Just make sure she doesn't already have 
one . If she's into plants, get her a Stationery comes in many different colors ( even scented )  and is available at terrarium . 
Cologne is always a nice present ; it about any price. 
costs about $ 2 . 5 0  to as much as $5 for These are just a few ideas that may be 
some items. within the college student's budget . 
Along that same line ,  some of the new Re member, Christmas is a time for 
scented lotions and soaps are really nice . sharing. 
NOW UNDO NEW MANAGEMENT . . •  
• Brittany Plaza i< managed by a professional 
property management firm whose full time joh 
is overseeing the . operation of apartment . com­plexes. In addition to this team of profess10nals . . .  a manager in residence is available at all 
timrs as well as a fuU time maintenance man. 
lllTTANY Pl.AJA FIATURES INCLUDE • • •  
• apartments fully furnished and shag carpet­
t-d • air ronditioning • heat and water fur-
• nished • private swimming pool • romplete 
laundry facilities • game room • storage 
area • recreation program • private parking 
• security permits • a private entrance in each 
bedroom • ronvenient sink and vanity arrange­
ment in one bedroom • security locks and 
hurglar proof dc!ors • cable rolor televi•ion 
· ( optional ) .  . 
���iii!!! 
BEDROOM 1 BEDROOM 2 
LIVI NG ROOM 
If JOU enlor being lnclepenclent then rou'll enloJ the comfort •nd prlvKJ on...ect •t . . .  
interest was a journey to Italy , the home 
of pasta,  Padua and the Pope . 
Rex Syndergaard , of the History 
Depart ment , said that the 1 2  people who 1 
signed up for the trip dropped out because they 
wanted to go to France this summer. 
He said that the France trip was for a 
longer period of time, worth more credit 
hours and didn't cost that much more ._ 
(The Italy trip cost $ 7 3 0  and would have 
lasted two and a half weeks . )  
-
Syndergaard said that this was the first 
time he had tried a trip at Christmas time , 
and he doubted that he 'd  try it again. 
Space bought 
( Continued from page 3 )  
"People who wanted t o  sell items at 
the. bazaar were charged $5 for half of a 
table space," Lowery said.  "Seven or 
eight people bought table space , with 
some going together as a group." 
Most students who sold item:; at the 
bazaar at least made a profit .  "The Sig 
Kap pledges cleared approximately $ 3 5  
from the sale ,"  Lowery said.  
Two other residence halls that had 
scheduled · Christmas bazaars·, Andrews 
and McKinney , postponed plans because 
of a lack of interest in the halls. 
"I think our bazaar was -successful 
because it is an annual event, and 
everyone was expecting it ," Lowery said . 
.. .  ,., 
. .... ···•· ,,,, . .... . 
ch ristmas 1 
As low n $60 per month 
per student 
For more information: 
Phone: 345-2520 
or 81op In •I Apt. #1 1 09 S. Ninth St. 
Bt<fttao� 
· plaza CRICKET CAGE 
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11ristmas music at Union 
rnpleasant sound for some 
About this time each year, students 
in hearing a variety of Christmas songs 
they pass by the Union on their way to 
some students pay little 
tention to the Christmas music, some 
dents enjoy it , while others would 
1ther t.ry and get along without it. 
Student opinions on the recorded 
1usic tend to ;;upport the above 
tement . Comments have ranged from 
it's good" b'y one student, to "it sucks" 
Tom W ade , a 1 974 Homecoming 
.een candidate . 
The music can be heard daily from 8 
. until 5 p.m. ,  featuring many new 
·stmas albums and recordings from 
audio-visual department of the 
rary , Delores Michael,  a Union 
etary , said earlier this week. 
Both familiar and unfamiliar Christmas 
es will float across campus throughout 
the rest of this week and during the week 
of exams, she said , " but if the music 
interferes with any classes we will stop 
playing it . "  
" O n  o n e  occasion previously the music 
did interfere with classes," she said . 
Christmas music from the union has 
become a tradition at Eastern, she said , 
because "we have played the music for 
over six years. · 
" I  really don't know who started 
playing the music," she added . 
After complaints o f  playing the same 
songs were received last year, Union 
secretaries and personnel decided to 
donate their own Christmas recordings. 
Among some of the favorable remarks 
regarding the music was Karen Knupp 's 
statement that the music "makes you 
want to go out and buy $ 5 0  worth of 
Christmas gifts ."  Have you been a • • •  
immers at home 
( Continued from page 1 2 )  
Dade Junior College . 
Another person said , "It  makes me 
want to sing on the way to class ."  
" I t  gives you a bouncy feeling on the 
way to class," M arilyne Anderson said . 
E ven big kid s l ike to ta lk to Sa nta Claus. This Eastern · stude nt, who wished to 
re main u nidentified , ta lked to Sa nta ( H erb Brooks )  in the U n ion Wed nesday. (News 
photo by Jim Lynch )  
Becker, who has been impressive i n  his 
.tches to date , said that he didn't mind 
icating his break to the team, and that 
felt more or less "an obligation" to be 
as good shape as possible for his 
mmates . 
Eastern's swimmers will get to stay at  
e more than the wrestlers or  
ketball players, provided they have a 
to work out at. 
f they don't have a swimming pool 
sible, coach Ray Padovan has set up a 
1e they can come back and use Lantz 
I. 
astern's holiday meet is a big one, the 
ois Collegiate Championships at 
mpaign J an .  1 0- 1 2 . Last year,  the 
mers traveled to Florida for 
petition in the sunshine state . 
eryone is happy 
(Continued from page 9) 
iyazoe plans to spend this Christmas 
ew York, since she is going there for· 
· nd 's wedding. 
Now at  the CCNB: 
Starting December · 1 we will be 
issuing license plates for a $1  fee. 
Bring your  filled-out pre-printed 
form to us for fast and efficient 
service! 
Coles County National Bank 
70 1 6th Charleston 5-3977 
hile I 'm there , I 'd like t o  see some 
s and operas," she said. ' ' I 'm looking 
:i;rd to taking some time out for � ®1nf'IJ'IJ'IJ'IJ'IJ'U'IJ'IJ'IJ'IJ'IJ'IJ'U'lm'U'IJ'U'U'lt'U'U'IJ� . ' ""' 
ola Lafinham ,  a Nigerian student,  � � to
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Ch ri stmas b rea k n ot a l o n g  o n e  fo r ath l etes 
By Gene Seymour 
Christmas vacation connotes trips to 
Florida, working for a month, or just a 
lot of time to relax for many people . 
But for most of Eastern's male 
athletes, the break holds j ust enough time 
off to catch a breath, and return to the 
rigors of the sports world . 
While all four women's sports are idle 
along with men's gymnastics over the 
break, the varsity basketball, wrestling 
and swimming teams will return after a 
s h o r t e n e d b r e a k  and resume 
intercollegiate competition. 
Most of the athletes, however, don't 
really regard the !ack of a full Christmas 
vacation as any kind of  drawb ack . 
They tend to view returning early to 
practice as somewhat of a duty implicit in 
going out for the sport in the first place . 
"I like coming b ack early ," b asketball 
player Chuck Pea co ck said Tuesday, "it 
gives us enough time off to enj oy . 
ourselves, and keeps us from getting too 
out of shape . " 
Another hoop man, Brad Warble , 
expressed similar sentiments, but added 
that when he was a freshman, the 
shortened vacation was a little hard to 
take. 
"In my first year it hurt a little to be 
Eastern's basketba l l  Panthers are off to a streaking start this  
away all of the time ," Warble said . "We seaso n, ha ving wo n their f irst four encou nters. The cagers, 
the Chr ist mas break in i nterco lleg iate competitio n .  
would miss Thanksgiving, have only six Following two home matches during Chattanooga for a match with the J an .  1 1  encounter at Missouri-St. L 
days off for Christmas, and if we played in. finals week (Dec. 1 4 , Northern Iowa and · University of Tennessee-Chattanooga. and a J an .  1 S date at Indiana State. 
a post-season tournament we would miss Dec. 1 8 , Mississippi University) ,  the The Moccasins will have a basic E astern's wrestlers will be put 
Easter." Warble also indicated that he Panthers will ' be severely tested with a revenge motive working for them also as individual workout schedules by 
thinks the team benefits by returning quartet of road games in a relatively it was Eastern who dislodged UT-C from Ron Clinton, and some will parti · 
early, so they can get back in reasonable hostile territory . , the number one position in the Division independently in a few extra-cu · 
shape. E astern will be  southbound as they I I  polls last season with a 89-7 8 win . meets over break in hopes of keep' 
Guard Fred Myers also thinks the early travel to Birmingham,  Ala. , for a game The Moes won't have ace Walter shape for their J an .  9 and 1 0  meets 
return can only benefit the team . "We're with University Division I foe Samford on McGary with them this season, but will Tennesse-Chattanooga and Au 
hoping to be 6-0 by the time Christmas J an .  6 . have a home court advantage which many University, respectively . 
break comes," Myers said.  "We have a big The Bulldogs , who put up a good fight feel, particularly with the circumstances "We will probably send Gene Po 
road schedule when we get back, and I before succumbing to Eastern in 1 97 3 , involved (in Eastern's case a long road and Louis Ordonez to the Midlands 
think we all realize that we have to be · will undoubtedly be out for blood . The trip with two exceptionally tough the 2 8th and 29th of December," C · 
ready for those games." friendly confines of Alabama should opponents over a holiday) is worth 10 · said. 
Don Eddy's crew to date has amassed a provide little comfort for the Panthers. points to the home team. Ed Becker and Al Ordonez w' 
spotless 4-0 slate with impressive wins in Two days later, the Panthers work _ The cagers continue to travel on the competing in the Sunshine Open in every game . . their w ay toward the Mason-Dixon line- to d b f · b · " th �************************************ roa e ore spnng semester egms, w1 a (See SWIMMERS , page 1 1
) 
*
* F . Ch . ·1 ** �.·. ·�. � �:�il!ii::--_� ....... 
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G ift Wrapped 
Free 
Certain · 
to please 
discriminating 
Ladies on your list. 
M any styles 
Quality materials 
Narrow widths 
Soft colors 
and before 
you take off 
for a fun-filled 
SEMESTER BREAK, w 
· ·. 
I
. � .. 1., stop by and visit us 
for some unique Christmas 
I 
gifts to take ho�e to 
those you love. . 
· �  . . 
Pickwick 
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ners to the ed itor · 
roadway provided highlight of year for Dvorak- Kopuz 
For some persons it was, ' "'T.G.I.F. '', For those who inissed it for various Dec. 6 was the highlight of the year 
the Dvorak Concert Hall . A youitg 
1erican artist , who studies in Paris, 
1e here at his own expense and gave a 
.ling piano recital, to a very limited 
ber of music lovers. 
I wish that we had had a full house 
such an exceptional musical treat. 
some were out of town, still others did reasons, it is a pity. . 
not care. Ken Broadway went to Paris at his 
Maybe it is time that we start own expense but, with hard work, 
charging people a certain fee to hear devotion and talent won one of the 
such wonderful concerts. I am sure than greatest art scholarships from the · 
when admission is charged people may French government. Things in Paris can 
expect something, "extra ordinaire" to be- easier to get , than to keep . He 
happen. therefore proved to be an exceptional 
'Id performance disillusions Americans 
Most . of the citizens of this great 
ion were quite happy when Gerald 
'd was, by rule of law, elevated to the 
idency of the United States when 
predecessor Richard Nixon resigned. 
After observing him in the Congress 
the past quarter century, most of 
Republicans and Demo crats alike, 
concluded that Gerald Ford was his 
man, who arrived at his own 
isions and could not allow those 
isions to be subverted by anyone. 
We were , however, disillusioned 
1rtly after he assumed the role of 
1ident . He did, in a public speech, 
cate amnesty for those thousands 
American boys who sought asylum in 
:ign lands to evade the laws of the 
that called them to military service 
the country's time of need . Some of 
them had even deserted their service 
posts and fled. 
His next big decision was to grant a 
full pardon to his predecessor for any or 
all acts' that he had committed during 
the five and one-half years that he had 
· served as our president . He had not even 
been tried in our courts, and he had 
publicly stated that he had co mmitted 
some wrongs. 
President Ford had publicly 
expressed himself as favoring Chairman 
Bush, or Barry Goldwater, to be with 
the approval of · the Congress, in the 
position of vice president .  That 
suggested to many of us that others 
were making his decisions when out of 
the blue he named Nelson Rockefeller 
as his choice . 
M an y  people believe that 
Rockefeller, with the assistance of 
Secretary of S tate Kissinger, are making 
the decisions. 
If the writers of the 
Independent Party are correct in their 
statements, we are. now in the hands of 
the C.F.R. (Committee On Foreign 
Relations), and dominated by the large 
banking houses of the world who are 
desirous of forming a world 
government, with each nation as they 
exist today giving up their individual 
sovereignty. 
That would relegate the working 
classes to serfdom, and would nullify all 
of the good and heroic deeds of the 
many good men that this great nation 
has produced over the 200 years that we 
have existed as a nation. 
John M .  Gerhardt 
t i red of l aws b e i n g  .m isused to s u it offi c i a l s  
We are sick and tired of Eastern 
:ials taking the law into their hands 
interpreting it as they see fit. 
' Recently , Kluge misused funds in a 
1er he determined to be alright and 
not seriously penalized for it . Now, 
ident Fite decides to not allow 
1ents to see confidential information 
before Nov. 20. 
,With the threat of Eastern possibly 
'1ng  badly needed funds amounting 
$600,000, Fite and other officials 
1d reconsider their decisions of not 
:ing information filed prior to Nov. 
20 and of destroying such files if NEW 
guidelines require the university to  
release the confidential files. 
Have we come to  a time when high 
officials are immune to laws? Yet 
common people , such as stud ents, are 
expected to obey all laws including 
Eastern's trivia laws. (Woe be the 
student who fails .to bring one of the 
many slips of paper required when 
picking up his textbooks.) 
Yes, Mr. Fite , you and your friends 
up there are setting great e xamples for 
all of us lower level intellectuals 
attending Eastern in search of a .  more 
oral Dept. deserves approval 
suffered through numerous 
concerts presenting flatly 
. or, dull and predictable , or 
at i c a l ly  second-rate music 
informed , honest and meaningful life . 
College is supposed to be the place where 
we put our own childish, self-centered 
desires aside and open up to human 
beings to learn more about the rest of 
the worlds and more about ourselves. 
If  professors are unable to honestly 
tell students what they think · or 
recommend for them to their fa ces, 
then our hopes for_  an honest 
communicating world will never be 
fulfilled .  If  President Fite and his 
collaborators continue to violate the 
Family Privacy Act, and Eastern does 
lose the $ 6 50 ,000 , then they lose the 
respect and support that we and many 
other students now have for the m.  
Rachelle Cekander, Rod Cekander 
Give our 
artist and still i s  keeping it, after three 
years. 
Broadway is a great interpreter who 
knows and expresses the kind of piece 
he is playing extremely well. He has a 
gorgous tone, which made me feel that 
he himself was like a full orchestra. He 
carried the melodic line, like singing 
strings and woodwinds .and brass. 
Everything in both hands was clearly 
in balance and harmony. No section was 
unclear or neglected. You could hear 
bells tingling , tympanies beating the 
time, just like in a beautiful orchestra. 
I have heard pianists banging on the 
keys and think that they produce a big 
sound. His was not so. A medium size 
'young man, sometimes, shook the 
Concert Grand with such a1 powerful 
magic touch that o ne thought the piano 
could easily fly . 
The power and the touch that 
procl.uced it was electrifying . His arms 
were almost like power lines that carried 
the huge voltage of electricity from his 
dynamic body onto the keys. 
We could not breath by our own will. 
He made us do it his way , took us up 
and brought us down . 
That is what counts_ most in an artist. 
I believe it is to make his audience think 
and feel his way, to take them with him 
all around. That was great. 
I wish that people in our town and 
school could realize how good the 
events in the . School of Fine Arts are , 
and follow them with more interest and 
not miss these great opportunities. It 
need not be rock music to be good. 
Although I won't be here next year, I 
hope that Broadway can be invited back 
and paid , and tickets sold out. · 
Fethi Kopuz 
! fetter polic� · 
- - All letters to the editor mustbe� 
signed by · the author. Names of 
authors will  be withheld on request, 
however. Typewritten letters which 
are double-spaced and under 250 
words will be given priority for 
publ ication. Others will be considered 
in l ight of available sp�. The NEWS . 
reserves the right to edit letters to 
conform to space l imita�ions. 
1rtunately considered "traditional" 
nal" or even "cute ," I think the 
1ersity Choral Department deserves 
nthusiastic vote of approval for 
Sleeping" (by Guy Booth) to the 
energetic vitality of "I Sing Noel" (by 
N.  Reaney and G.  Shayne, arr. by F . 
Bock) to the potent but restrained 
power of "O Magnum Mystenum" (by 
Francis Poulenc) one has trouble 
deciding which has the most to offer, 
and winds up being grateful for them 
all. 
FREE COFFEE 
· beyond the usual fare and 
amming a fine performance of 
1c of quality and interest in 
ay's concerts. 
I would like to encourage students not 
to miss out on the next choral concert 
scheduled at East ern, which will 
hopefully be even better than the last. 
m the warm fire of  "We Saw Him 
E C  KAN KAR 
open meeti ng 
Tues.,  Dec. 1 7  
8-9 p.m. 
Tota l 
Awa re ness 
I. Robert Hines 
HAPPY HOLIDAYS 
Drive Safe 
B oth Ways 
LINCOLN INN MOTEL 
2 1  7 -345 -5952 
........ , _.....:' ... •.;;-'! ..... �.t,.,..,.. w .. ·¥ � 
an examination 
One C u p  o f  steaming h o t  coffee i s  
wai ting f o r  y o u  at H a rdee's of 
Charleston with this cou pon and 
a ny pu rchase . The crew at H a rdee's 
with coupon 
and purchase 
Li mit  one pe r customer 
Offe r Good 
December 1 6-December 20 
-��.-: j�� #,,f';>f',l'!'.k, 
I 
..;."7';.,'#U,L."'TJ(TJ/f:t'1:'Nl.tn•p·w.,.._rA ,...if'·t:-rt••;.:- "'"" "·'• 
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Ehrlichman admits to hiding facts from FBI 
WASHINGTON (AP) - In a heated .he truth out on the W atergate matter ," 
cross-examination, John D.  Ehrlichman chief prosecutor J ames F. Neal said again 
admitted Wednesday that he didn't tell all and again at the Watergate cover-up trial 
he knew about Watergate to the FBI , the as he faced former President Richard M .  
grand jury, and even hi s  colleagues in the Nixon's No. 2 aide. 
Nixon administration .  ' The questioning got so h·�ated that 
"You said you repeatedly tried to get Ehrlichman's lawyer, William S. F rates , L campus calendar J 
Thursdav 
Registration, U nion B allroom, Mezzanine, 8 
a.m. 
Council. for Exception! Children, Union 
Lobby, 1 0  a.m. 
EI U Quarterback Club, Union Fox R idge 
Room, noon. 
Women's Equalization 
Wabash Room, noon. 
Secret
.
aries Bible Study, 
Room, noon. 
Faculty, U nion 
Union Embarass 
Board of G overnors H ea lth I nsurance 
Program, Buzzard Auditorium, 1 : 30 p.m. 
Campus Crusade for Christ, Union Schahrer 
Room, 2 p.m. 
Women's Equa lization Student Group, Union 
Altgeld Room, 2 p.m. 
Administrative Staff & P9rsonnel, Union Fox 
R idge Room, 2 p.m. 
Coles Co. Association for the R etarded, 
North Panther Lair, 4:45 p.m. 
Phi Delta Kappa, Union Fox R idge Room, 5 
p.m. 
Phi B eta Lambda, Union H erita ge Room, 
5: 30 p.m. 
Campus Crusade for Christ, Coleman H all 
1 02, 1 03, 1 1 1 ,  1 1 2,  1 1 3, 7 p.m. 
Women's Volleyball & Badminton, McAfee 
G ym, 7 p.m. 
Percussion Ensemble Concert, Fine Arts 
D vorak Concert H all, 8 p.m. 
' 
Omega Pearls, Union Altgeld Room, 8 p.m. 
Sig� Chi, Union Schahrer Room, 1 0  p.m. , 
SNYDER'S ·noNUT 
SHOP -Mon .• Fri. . · 5:30 a.m.-5 p.m .. 
I 
I 
I I ! 
THE B AKE SHOP 
7 a.m.- 1 2  p.m. 10th & Lincoln· 
Mon. lhru Sun. 
SQUARE 
DEAL 
L 
2 pieces of chicken, 
potatoes & gravy, 
cole slaw & roll  
COLONEL SANDERS'  R EC I PE 
� fried Ckieku. 
accused Neal in front of the jury of 
grandstanding before audience and press 
because he wanted to run for political 
office in his native Tennessee . 
Neal waited until the jury left for the 
noon recess then called Frates remarks 
"despicable ." 
He said , "I  resent it  and he should be 
admonished ."  
U.S .  District Judge John J .  Sirica said 
he agreed with Neal and said to Frates, 
"Unless you can show some facts to 
support the statement , I don't believe the 
statement was warranted ."  
Frates replied that N e al ,  too,  had 
made despicable statements and 
complained about "the cheap shots he 
has taken throughout the trial."  
Ehrlichman, R.R.  Haldeman, former 
White House chief of staff; John N .  
Mitchell, former attorney general; Robert 
C.  M ardian, former assistant attorney 
general, and Kenneth W .  Parkinson, who 
was an attorney for Nixon's re-election 
committee are charged with conspir 
obstruct justice in the investigation 
June 1 7 ,  1 97 2 ,  break-in at Demo 
national headquarters at the Wate 
Ehrlichman testified earlier that 
tried from the start to get White 
and re-election committee officials 
all they knew about Watergate .  
Under cross-examination, he a 
that on June 2 1 ,  1 9 72 ,  he knew 
Watergate mastermind G. Gordon 
had told White House counsel Jo 
Dean III  the story of the break-in. 
Liddy had tried to get the Wa 
burglars out of j ail by talking wi 
attorney general at his golf club 
there had been discussions about 
materials found in a White House 
over to the FBI .  
Yet, Neal brought out ,  Ehrli 
told none of this to the grand jury 
he testified under oath on May 3 and' 
9, 1 97 3 .  
Hutton's Auto Parts & Service 
·Now 2 locations . . .  
507 Madison (345-399 1 )  
and a new one at 
1400 Reynold's Drive (345-2 156) 
to serve you better! 
WARBLER CLASS P ICTU RES 
·$2.00 sitting fee 
FRESHMEN, SOPHOMORES , 
JUNIORS & GRADUATE STUDENTS 
Shawnee Room of the 
Union Mezzanine 
FRIDA Y IS THE LAST DA Y TO 
HA VE YOUR PICTURE TAKEN !!! 
P - T  · Dec. 1 2, Thurs. 
U - Z  
(Make-Up Day) Dec. 1 3, Fri. 
No appointments necessary, 
Come between the hours of 
9�00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
-
News 
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of 
CEC.drawing set 
for 3 p.m. Friday _  
During Christmas break 
Debate teams to compete on West Coast 
Eastern's Council for Exceptional 
Children (CEC) will hold a drawing 
Friday to determine the winner of a $ 5 00 
stereo set . 
Eastern's debate teams will be iii action 
during Christmas break in tournaments 
on the West Coast . 
- -varsity te\lms of Rory McCinty/David 
Congalton and Ron Mozelewski/Bob 
Com will compete during the last week in 
· December at UCLA. 
In action last weekend the team of 
Mozelewski and Corn captured first.place 
in the senior varsity division at the Iowa 
State Debate Tournament last we�kend .  
Goetz and Richards lost to the 
University of Iowa in octafinals while 
Heaton and Bartz lost in quarterfinals to 
Gustavus Adolphus College. 
The �rawing will · be held at 3 p.m. Mozelewski and Corn defeated Drury 
College in the final round on a 3-2 
'decision.  Approximately 25  schools were 
1n competition.  
Winning individual speaking awards in 
the senior division were Goetz, third 
place ; Corn, fourth place ; and Richards, 
seventh. Mozelewski was two points short 
of qualifying as one of the top ten 
speakers in tlre tournament. 
Friday in the University Union, Pat 
Moisan, CEC publicity chairperson, said 
Wednesday. McGinty/Co ngalton will then go to a 
tournament at Southwest Missouri §tate 
while Mozelewski/Corn debate at USC . 
Mary Krause of the Special Education 
Dept . will draw the ticket . 
Also reaching the elimination ·rounds 
were the· varsity team of Jbe Goetz and 
Kent Richards and the junior varsity team 
of Larry Heaton and Carol Bartz.  
Raffle tickets have been on sale for 
about four weeks, she said, and can still be 
purchased in the Union Thursday. 
Due to a shortage of funds in the 
$ 9 ,476  budget , each of the debaters 
attending tournaments during break will 
have to help pay travel expenses, which 
Com said would be $ 1 00 per person.  -
All three teams w on six of their eight 
preliminary rounds to qualify for the 
Marian Bollin�er was fourth place , 
speaker in the junior division. Bollinger, 
with her partner, Helen Hodack, 
compiled a 3-5 record in preliminary The winher of the drawing can pick up 
the · stereo as soon � they are contacted. ell:inination rounds. 
· 
rounds. 
· 
clclssif ied ads Please report classified ad errors immed iately at 581 -28 1 2. A corrected ad w i l l  appear in the next' - edition . U n less notif i ed ,  we cannot be responsit> le fdr an i ncorrect aci after its f irst insert ion . 
for sale , 
Two Sony 3-way speakers. Tho mas 
Hall 4 7 2 .  S 8 .1 -2 7 8 9 .  
-2p l 2 -
New BSR 3 1 0AXE t urntable. 
$ S O .O O  or best offer. Call Chuck. 
34S-6 8 3 7 .  
-3p "l "3"-
Twin lens 4 x 4 ·Rolleiflex ·camera 
wit h  Xenar lens plus aux iliary lens. 
Ex cellent $ 2 S .O O .  S O  x S O  lenticular 
projection screen with stand $ 2 0 . 0 0 .  
Phone 34S-49 70 after S p.m. 
-3p l 3-
Ya maha Electric Guitar. Solid 
body, professional mod el. Excellent 
condition , will sell for $ 300.  Also 
Gibson Am p.,  G- 2 0 ,  in excellent 
condit ion .  Call 3 4 S -7 1 2 1 .  
-4b 1 3-
Beautiful new home, cat hedral 
ceilil)g, 2-story,  4 bedroom , 2 bath s, 
2 kitchens, driftwood sta in , all 
electric. 1 mile south of L incoln 
Statue. R. Zab kii. 3 4 S -6 8 6 1 . 
- 1 2 b l  2-
1 9 7 S  Buick Riviera , full power, 
new tires , mag wheel!<. F,x cellent 
'condit ion.  $ 8 9 S .00 . 34S-5 60 5 .  
-2p 1 3-
Complete Stereo Syste m ;  Receiver , 
tape decks, t urntable , spea kers, Will 
sell toget her or se parat ely .  3 4 S-7 7 8 6 .  
-3b 1 3- .. 
AKC Registered St . Bernard 
puppies. Ready for Christ mas. $ 7 5  
ea . 345-74 5 0 .  
-2b 1 3-
House for sale in Lovingto n ,  
Illinois. 2 bedrooms, double lot , 
garage , remodeled kit chen .. For more 
info call 1 -3906 and ask for Jan.  
-9b 1 3-
Three-bedroom home for sale by 
owner. S O  ste ps from Lant z. Call 
34 5-6 1 44. 
- 30 -
/ 
Cocker Spaniel Pup pies. AKC 
registered. Phone 34 5-2 36 7. 
- 1 2b 1 3-
"2 3 "  console color TV. $ 1 2 S .  
5 8 1 -5 7 S O  . .  
-7pl 2-
W a r d 's Signature portable 
typewriter, manual,  like new. $70 or 
best offer. S 8 1 -2 4 7 0 ,  '\Sk for Debbi.  
. 51-
FOUND 
34S-4 5 62 .  
S e t  of - keys. Call 
-30-
annou ncemen ts 
I 
Alpha Ka ppa Lamda-Sig ma Sigma 
Sigma Boo k  Ret urn Service .  
Tuesday-Thursday. 4-6 : 30 .  1 2  books 
- S O  cents .  
-1 0 1 2 --
" P R O B L E M ? " - . Fa mily wanted Wanted one or 2 guys to share 3 bedro o m  house wit h 1 other guy. 
Pho ne 3 4 5 -4 5 9 4 .  
.-5 b l  3 -
Lin colnwood Apts, All new 
ca r p e ting, large two-bedroom 
furnished apart ments. Available 
second semester .  Call 345-740 7 ,  or 
Pla nning Center now lo cated 1 0 1 9 'h 
Madison St . ,  C hari. (above Gr imes 
Motors). Co uns�ling Ed ucational 
materials now availab le. Pregna ncy 
test done. Confidentiiil. 345-6 8 1 1 .  
P.O . Bo x 3 66 S .  
Old t o y  trains. Any kind , any 
condit.ion . Prefer Lionel, American 
Flyer, 0-Ga uge ,  Sta ndard Gauge ,  G ir l  n eeded to 
- 3 4 5 - 6 8 7 8. 
-00-
Wide Gauge.' Co mplete sets ,  part s '!r _ Lin colnwood -Apt .  wit h pie ces. Plast ic ; ca st , brass. Tram spring. Mary 1 -5 34 8 .  catalogs , boo ks, lit erat ure.  Call
. -4b l 3-
sublease 
2 others, 
Over 4 yrs. experience ty ping for 
st udents & faculty .  Mrs. -Finley . 
34 5-6 5 4 3 .  
-6 b 1 3 -
Econo mize-Co mpare our low • 
rat es on a uto insura nce .  Leland Hall , 
1 1 t h  & Lin coln. 345 -70 2 2 .  
- 1 0b 1 3-
Ro c 's Regualrs annual tree trim 
part y .  Sat .  1 p.m. Bring a trim. 
-4b 1 3-
See king Teacher Edu cation in 
English , Business, History , Sociolog y ,  
Political Science, Psy chology ? Ask 
ab out · Experimental Secondary 
Education Program. Call S 8 1 -2 6 1 8  or 
enroll in Secondary E<\u cation 3000. 
- 1 0b l 3- :  
There will be a consignment sale at 
Richey's Auct ion Ho use in Ashmore,  
Thursday , Dec.  1 2 ;  at 6 : 30 p . m .  Don 
R i c h e y Auctio neer 349-8 3 S 1 
Wa yman S hoot 349-84 1 2 . 
/ -2 b 1 2-
. 8-TRAC K  TAP ES - Ro ck, so ul, 
mornings 34 S -7 S 80 .  
-00-
Two guys to o ccupy two rooms at 
1 80 3  South 1 2 th.  House furnished . 
-2 p l  3-
PLEASE HELP US. We are moving 
to Bloomingt on and we won 't be abl e 
to take o ur  dog wit h  us because the 
apt . owner doesn 't allow dogs.  Our 
dog is a short haired fema le with all 
shot s, wormed, a nd ho use broken . 
She is very affe ctionate a-nd will 
ma ke someone a good pet & 
ho usedog . 348-8 2 S 9  before 4.  
.; - S p 1 3- .  
Wanted ride to Mattoo n ,  II spring 
semester on Wednesday evenings. 9 
p . m .- 1 0  p.m. Will gladly pay.  Call 
5 8 1 - 3 3 2 3 and ask for Do nna. 
-3b 1 3-
One male roommate,  share duplex 
2 bedroo m apt . ,  No. 20, 2003 S. 
1 2t h  St. Fully furnished, many 
extras. Call Tom 3 4 5 - 5 60 7.  
-Sb l 3-ja zz, bl ues, C & W _; -S pecial 3 for \ 
$ 6. 9 1!  or $ 2 .49 - $ 2 . 9 8 .  Each Fully Rid e  to N . Y ./N.J . area over X mas . 
Guara nteed .  Offer limited.  B & B W i 1 1  s h  a r e e x P e  n s e s .  
D istrib uting. 1 6 3 3  7th. Ginger- 3 4 5 -9 7 5 6  . 
-00- - 3p 1 2-
Schleedle & Friends is having a URGEN T !  Need one girl to contest . It 's "Name That Tun e . "  sublea se N EW Regency Apart ment Come on down, listen to the t une for Spring. Call Now ! 34'5-69 54. (played once each half hour), name -3p l 3-t hat tune & t h'e artist & if you're 
right , yo u could b e  a winner . 
Drawing to be held Tues . ,  Dec. 1 7th.  
5 big win ners. S chleedle & Friends,  
6 1 0  7th St . ( 1  block so uth of the 
sq uare) 
Importa nt Not ice 
To t ho se of yo u who have waited 
pat iently, George Harrison is "now at 
Schleedle & Friends. 
·2b 1 3'. 
<1 
Girl to share apart ment . Private 
bedroo ms. Quiet . Moder n  kitchen. 
$ 5 8 incl. all utilities. Available J a n .  
34 5-2 2 0 3 .  
-8 0 1 3 -
WANTED : 2 or 3 fe male 
roomates, Br ittany Pla za . January 
rent FREE! Phone 3 4 5 - 2 2 3 8 .  
-7b 1 3-
' 
for ren t 
Vacancies in men 's ho using. Two 
blocks from campus. New rooms. 
Quiet surro undings for st udy .  
3 4 S - 6 9 64 .  . 
-6jJ 1 3-
Sublea se Br ittany · Apt . 
Spring se mester . $ 2 1 0  a 
3 4 5 -9 206.  
-3b l 2-
for 4 ,  
mont h .  
Sublea sing n o w  or spring·se mester ; 
Call Nina after 5 : 0 0 ,  345 -6 860 . 
-3p 1 3-
Private roo m ,  male. Coo king 
pr t v i l  e g  es, ut ilities furnished . 
345-7 S 5 2  . .  
'[wo 
S-4 3 0 2 .  
- Sb 1 3-
slee ping roo m for males. 
-2b 1 3-
BRITT AN Y PLAZA now rent ing 
for spring and s ummer JNew low rates ' 
YOU C AN ' T  AFFO RD NOT T O  
LIVE IN B RITT ANY • PLAZA. 
Contact Rick Gra ce,  Apt . 1 or call 
345 -2 5 2 0 .  
-8b 1 3-
Furnished gar den' apt .  for 2 or 4 
peo ple. Has dishwasher, self clea ning 
oven, garbage d isposal,  frost free r ef. 
Also will provide b using service to 
ca mpus in inclement weather ,  next to 
Carman Hall .  Available for spring 
se m. Call . Youngstown 5 -4 1 9 2 or 
S-7 6 5 3. ' 
-00-
�PPIN6?! 
OH, kKJll/. . .  LAY 
SOME HUBRIS ON 
Me, FE/...l..AHS( 
\ 
�II) 1 1\ I I� /I \ 1 1\ 
-4b 1 3-
Darrlga n  Apts. ,  furnished, for 
single or married couples only. Price 
ra nge from $ 1 1 0  to $ 1 3 6 per apt .  
Available after Dec. 1 S .  For 
appo int ment call 345-3248 or 
345-704 1 .  
-4b 1 3-
R E GENCY APARTMENTS for 
2, 3 or 4 - a wide range of rates and 
decor . Also , if yo u're looking for 
roomma� , we ca n help you. WE'RE 
R EA D Y  - ARE YOU READY TO 
MOVE UP TO REGENCY? 
34 S -9 1 0 5 . . 
-00-
4 room apt . ,  furnished , no utilities, 
no lease. $ 1 2  S /month. 1 or 2 males. 
3 4 5 - 7 1 5 5 .  
·4p 1 3-
lost 
Brown and whit e male cat : last 
seen in Nov. Has brown leather 
collar. Call 3 4 5 -7 1  S S . Jerry Cole. 
- -00- . 
Gr een leat her wallet with an ID . ·  
Call Ada mu Alhassan, 348-8 8 5 5  or 
Eastern News. Thank you. 
J-CO-
Silver ..Sieko wat ch which means a 
lot --lost a month ago . Dave, 
5 8 1 - 3 7 84. 
- 3b 1 3-
Textbook for .1 2 90 Algebra 
entitled "Modern Intermediate 
Algebra " for college st udents. Lost 
between Andrews Hall cafeteria and 
Andrews Hall desk. Please call Sheila 
at 1 - 3 34 3 .  
Keys lost last wee k. 
vicinity-Union.  Call 1 - 548. 
offered . 
-00-
Possible 
Reward 
�t .. U 
· ·-- ·-··· · - ·  • ·-� !°'" " . � 
DO iT YOURSE LF CLASSI F I E D  AD ORDER FORM so·cents for 1 2  words/$1 for 1 3-25 words/additional insertions � price for students 
f".d to read as fo l lows:----------------------------
Ad to run for how many days: ------
./ 
' '  
·- · -· : 
A l l  perso ns submitt ing classified ads to the Eastern News must i nclude their correct nemes and.: 
, telephone n..umbers, for office u se  only.  NAM E  . • .  PHON� -- ·-- . .  - - -' 
Ads that do not meet the above specif ications w i l l  be automatica l ly rejected . Enclose this tear 
sheet and money in an envelope a nd p lace it in Eastern News box in U nion .  Your ad wi l f appl!ll! 
in the next ed it io n  of the News. M ar k  "classified ad " on the outside of the envelope . 
Two �prime' coaCfi ope u s to v1s1t campus 
By Gene Seymour "I know nothing about it ," Michael · meeting people from all walks of campus ' 
Two "prime candidates" for the head \ said, "I didn't even know the coach Student body president Mark Wisser easfern· neWS 
football coaching job a t  Eastern have resigned. "  said that student government leaders, · - - - ·  
been invited t o  visit the campus early Michael was flown up t o  Charlestqn executive officers /of the student sp e . rts· . 
next week, To111 Jones, head of the fro m Oklahoma after Eastern's third government , the ·president of the 
selection committee said Wednesday .  straight loss early in the season to help Residence Hall Association, members of 
, 
. 
Billy Michael, an assistant coach from install the Wishbone ,  which eventually the Eastern News, and other "selected" 
1967-72 at the University of Oklahoma, produc,ed three Panther wins. ' campus figures will get some -tfine to talk 
who was credited with helping install the Jones said that when the two to the candidates. P ag e 8 T h u  rs day ,_ D ec.  1 2 ,  1 9 7 4 
wishbone offense at that school, and candidates arrive, they will be taken on a Jones said that six football players, 
John Konstantinos, a three year director tour of the university which will include two freshmen , two sophomores, and two juniors will talk to the candidates also .  
o f  recruiting and offensive lin e  coach at �:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;!•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!!!�:·:!:•:•:•:•:•:•:!:•:•:•:•:•:•:!:!:•:•:!:•:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:·:·:·:1·:·:·:·:·>!•!·!·!·!·!!!•!•!•!·!·!·:·:;:.:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:;:;:;:-;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:�:;:.:.:.:;:� 
North Carolina State since 1 97 2� will be • .,,. 
:�1;.E'�:��� ���s���;� i Candirjates haven 't been head mentors 'yet I 
we still have to complete our work on the :·: I I other three or four candidates we're going ��.� Oklahoma's Michael is 52-1 5-1 Konstantinos an NC State assistant 
. 
to invite down here . "  •;,,. 
,.. . 
"I wouldn't right now say that these :� Bill Michael, a 3 9  year old native of _Booneville, Miss. ," John Konstantinos, also 39 years old , hails from . 
two (Michael and Konstantinos) are . ::� was a head coach only once in his life ; at J efferson High in Yorkville, Ohio , and like Michael, was never a head football ::) 
more 'prime' than the others," J ones said , :;:, Port Arthur Texas (or baseball from 1960-61. In the twelve C:oach anywhere. After four years of football at Morris � 
"it's just that we happened to get their :::: years he has coached football, Michael has always· been an Harvey College in W .  Va. , Konstantinos went to Kent State � 
files completed soorier than the others." :� assistant . where he graduated with a B . S .  in education in 19 5 9 .  � Jones. also mentioned that he wanted �:3 • Some of his attributes include : Only being associated Konstantinos received an M.E.  in history in 1962 from 1·
all the candidates, which apparently ::� with three losing teams from 19 50-19 72, playing or co aching KSU, and played professional football for five years. 
won't number more that five or six , to ::: in nine bowl games during this period.  In four years of With the Cleveland Bulldogs of the United Football 
come to �ID.PUS next week because it will ::: coaching at three different 4A high schools, the teams he League, Konstantinos was an all-conference pick for two · 
be the last time this semester that ::: helped coach made the state play-offs two times, once to years. He also played with the Canton Bulldogs of the UFL � 
students will be around. :::: the quarter-finals, once to the selni-finals. for a year before putting in two years as a player-coach : 
All five (or six) of the committee's top �=: Michael also has been a guest lecturer at three high with the Philadelphia Bulldogs of the Continental Football ; 
choices had their applications in shortly : :: associations, and one national college and one university League . 
• 
after ex-coach Jack Dean resigned his :
::: coaches meeting since l9 70. After eight years o f  coadhing in the higlJ. school ranks, 
t : :: Michael, who has lreen an assistant in college for nine where he collected three championships as head wrestling po�'The fact that these people sublnitted :::: years, is 6 5-31-3 with teams he has coacfied on, gaining the coach and three more _ as an assistant football coach, 
their applications real early impressed the :::: better part of that record with Oklahoma where the Konstantinos lat ched on with Temple University in 19 67 
committee," Jones said . . :::: Sooners were 52-15-1 from 19 67-7 2 .  a s  a defensive secondary coach. 
Ml. chael, who has been out of football ;:: At Oklahoma, Michael was in charge of the offensive ••• lin ll h ct' f d d lin b k From 1969-197 2 ,  Konstantinos was an assistant at College for two seasons and gotten involved in a : .: e, as we as t e e ensive en s an e ac ers, on 
·
,
•
, 
· of William and Mary. There he was in charge of defensive 
restaurant chain business, was one who . :·:· seperate occasions. ·'•' 1 M f f Oki h · 19 7 3  ends and linebackers for three seasons, while taking charge J· umped right on the opportunit. y .  ·:·: ichael, a ter hi s  departure rom a oma m , 
·,
•
. · 1 · · · h s k , Al - · th of the defensive secondary in 19 7 2 .  "I think Bill .sensed that lack (Dean) :�: went m t o  business m t e tea n e restaurants m e 
wasn't doing the job and that an opening 
':·: Oklahoma area. 
might appeat, so he got his application in ::: Michael was an All-Southwest Conference selection from 
about two days afterl the resignation," Jones ::: the University of Arkansas at guard. He captained the tea.m 
said. , �=� in 19 5 8? lett�red four years and played in the Shrine Copper 
Michael, who was contacted six d ays ::: B owl his sep.10r year. . . 
after Dean's resignation was made public, ::: A 1? 5 9  graduat� of_ Ar_kans�s,  Mi�hael has a B . S .  m 
denied that he even kriew tlie job was - ;:: educat10n, and a mmor m Biological Science . .
.
. 
At Nerth Carolina State,  where he has been since 19 72,  
Konstantinos was the offensive line coach of the Wolfpack, 
and served as Dire ctor of Re cruiting and Administrative 
Assistant . 
He is the co-author of two coaching books, "The Fourth 
Quarter Is Ours," and "The Grass Is Greener," a book o� 
the Veer offense. 1 
open. �-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:•:·:·:·:·:·:·:•:·:•:-:•:•:•:•:•:�:·:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:;:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:·:·:·:·:·:!:!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!:!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!�!!!!•!!!!!!!!!!:·:�:·:·:�:!:•:•:·:·:·:-:·:·:·!·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:· 
500 samp l ed  by rec students 
Survey finds student desire for campus_ ice rin 
By Mark Kellerman 
Two Eastern students found , by 
conducting a survey , there w as interest in 
building and supporting of an indoor ice 
skating facility .  
According t o  the survey b ased on 5 0 0  
random interviews b y  Karen Greer and 
Jodi Hoffman, 7 7 . 5  per cent of those 
interviewed favored the building of some 
type of indoor skating facility.  
The survey was made as part of a study 
conducted by students in William 
Riordan's Recreational and futrurnural sports 
class: 
The survey indicated that those 
students responding expressed willingness· 
to help finance for the facility .  Close to 
33 per cent of the ..responses said that 
they would be willing to pay admission fees 
or pay for the facility out of their student 
fees. 
"What we were trying to show in the 
survey was that there is interest in an 
indoor facility for skat4J.g," Hoffman 
said. "We feel that the survey shows that 
their is real student interest," she added. 
Other areas mentioned in tne s u rv e y 
included the finding that Ea8tern students 
would be willing to pay more for the use 
of an indoor facility over a smaller fee for 
an out door rink. 
The survey points out that the students 
at a three to one ratio w ould pay greater 
amounts for an inside rink. 
According to Riordan, there does e xist 
a need for some type of permanent 
facility.  
"The popularity of skating in the past 
half-dozen years· has ex_cited a lot of 
people ," he said. "Eastern could use the 
facility as a capi,al improvement and set 
up ice skating classes besides," he added . 
Although the purpose· of the survey was 
not to explore the cost of constructing 
the facility, current indoor skating rinks 
are .priced tagged between a half to 
W f b ketb II t three-quarters of a million dollars. omen s as a earn opens "What �he . survey is intended to_ d o  is set up guidelines on how the running of 
Eastern," Riordan said . 
"It seems tl�t every few y 
someone brings up the possibility of 
indoor rink. Now if they start tal ' 
about it they 'll have some information 
Riordan said . 
Eyes to hear Eddy 
examine road wins 
Coach Don Eddy will discu� 
basketball team's recent road victories 
Thursday's noon meeting of the East 
Eyes Quarterback Club . 
Eddy is to show parts of the 
films and talk about the team's three 
wins. � 
The meeting will be held in the F 
Ridge Root� of the Union. 
Saturday aliainst Champaign team · . .,, ind''.'" facility might be : ...  ,0• •t 
8>' .�"[;��:�on'• b"kotb.U toam will' Ia�.r.::�ocy optimfatic, WO hav . .  good H 0 ck e y team to cha/ le n g e Western 
be out to better the 1 0-9 record they squad of players with good potential.
,. By Dave Shanks been working more as a team in 
, established last season when they kick off Her optimism came despite her feelings Eastern's H�ckey Club will take on various lines.  
their 1 974-75 campaign at 8 p.m. Friday about the schedule . !' Western's varsity in a 1 0  p.m. contest Defenseman Kevin Lawlor said, " 
at M�Afee Gym against an AAU team . "The schedule we have is a tough one , Friday at the Ice Chalet in Springfield . , lines are beginning to work together. 
from Champaign: . I think our schedule has stiffer The Eastern squad, which posts a l -4 . had a good practice last night (T 
Coach Helen Riley said that Friday's I co mpetition than last years." record , takes on the �ong Western club and the spirits are pretty high." 
opponent would be one o f  the toughest Coach Riley said that she expects her in what should be a rough game. " For those interested fans, a bus 
her girls would face aH year. Panthers will receive collSiderable suppor.t In prior meet;nas 'with W estern, the taken to the game. 1"ne bus is sch "They are a much more experienced ' from veteran seniors Debbie Sayler and �"C to leave at 6 : 3 0 'p.m. from the 
team than we are " she said. Emily Mollet, junior Jerri Reuss, and Panthers split with two games 
with the parking lot.  Contact Pat Fairbanki, 
Looking bey�nd Friday's opening sophomore Debbie Snead . . 
Western J ayvees. president, if you wish a ride the b� 
contest, Coach Riley feels her team will ' She also saj.d that there are several The Eastern Club, which has now cost of the round trip will be $2, imi. 
post a better sea mn reco rd than they did . freshmen that she could rely on for help . attained the much needed ice time, has $ 1  charge to get into the game. 
-
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